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Preamble
At the World Climate Conference‐3, held in
Geneva on 31 August–4 September 2009,
Heads of State and Government, Ministers
and Heads of Delegations of over 150
countries and 70 organizations unanimously
decided to establish a Global Framework for
Climate Services (GFCS) to better serve
society’s need for accurate and timely
information on climate. The Conference
mandated the Secretary‐General of the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
to set up a High‐level Taskforce, which
published its report outlining the
components of the Framework, options for
governance and an implementation plan in
February 2011.
The WMO subsequently developed a draft
GFCS Implementation Plan which provides a
summary and prioritized list of activities put
forward by the international community. It
was developed through an inclusive process
of consultation meetings across all
functional components of the Framework,
with more than 300 participating global
experts and a collection of case studies
from more than 60 nations. This collective
knowledge was distilled into five Annexes,
one for each of the functional components
(“pillars”), including the, 1) User Interface
Platform, 2) Climate Services Information
System, 3) Observations and Monitoring, 4)
Research Modelling and Prediction, and 5)
Capacity Development. The Annexes
describe the needs that have to be met in
the current global environment to achieve
the goals set out in the Framework and
describe priority activities that will deliver
those benefits. The extraordinary session of
the World Meteorology Congress in
October 2012 in Res. 1/Cg‐Ext.(2012)
adopted the draft Implementation Plan of
the Global Framework for Climate Services
for the subsequent consideration by the

Intergovernmental Board on Climate
Services, established by Res. 2/Cg‐
Ext.(2012). The first meeting of the
Intergovernmental Board on Climate
Services is scheduled to be held from 1‐5
July 2013 in Geneva, Switzerland.
The Observations and Monitoring pillar
helps ensure that the climate observations
necessary to meet the needs of end users
are made, managed and disseminated, and
supported by relevant metadata. The
specific role of the pillar is to re‐focus and
strengthen observation systems to support
climate service operations. With this goal in
mind, the Observations and Monitoring
Annex to the GFCS Implementation Plan
identifies seven initial implementation
activities that address needs and gaps. The
first of these activities is to establish rolling
consultations with users, and assessment of
the role of observations in adaptation to
climate variability and change is designated
as a corresponding implementation priority.
Consistent with this initial implementation
priority, Action 19 of GCOS Steering
Committee (SC)‐XIX asked “the GCOS
Secretariat, in consultation with the
Chairman and Members of the Steering
Committee…to design one or more
workshops to consider the observation
requirements for adaptation, linking these
with potential workshops on observational
needs for the GFCS and on preparing for the
next Adequacy Report.” In response, the
Secretariat, in cooperation with the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
and the Intergovernmental Organization
(IOC) of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), brought together about 45
workshop
participants,
including
representatives of the GCOS community
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and representatives of sectors in which
adaptation to climate variability and climate
change is, or is likely to become, an
important concern.
The goals of the workshop were to identify
observational requirements for adaptation,
to review the Essential Climate Variables
(ECVs) to determine their adequacy for
adaptation,
and
to
support
the
development of a new implementation plan
to address the gaps and deficiencies
identified. The workshop was closely
aligned with the implementation of the
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GFCS. Consistent with the four GFCS priority
areas, individual sessions addressed
agriculture, water resources, health, and
disaster risk reduction issues, among others.
In addition, the sessions on data rescue and
data management and observations for
research, modelling and assessment are
highly relevant to the User Interface
Platform and Research Modelling and
Prediction pillars of GFCS respectively.
Workshop results will also directly feed into
the preparation of the next GCOS Progress
and Adequacy Report, to be developed in
the 2014/15 timeframe.
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Executive Summary
From February 26‐28, 2013, the Global
Climate
Observing
System
(GCOS)
Secretariat, in cooperation with the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
and the International Oceanographic
Commission (IOC) of the United Nations
Educational,
Scientific
and
Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), brought together
about 45 participants for a Workshop on
Observations for Adaptation to Climate
Variability and Change at the headquarters
of the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) in
Offenbach, Germany. Participants included
representatives of the GCOS community
and representatives of sectors in which
adaptation to climate variability and climate
change is, or is likely to become, an
important concern. The goals of the
workshop were to produce statements on
the adequacy of observations, to identify
requirements for observations to support
climate services and research, and to
provide strategic guidance on steps the
GCOS Programme should take in the coming
years to address the needs for observations
for adaptation to climate variability and
change. To meet these goals, the workshop
first considered cross‐cutting issues,
including risk management, early warning
systems,
research,
modelling
and
assessment, and data rescue and
management. The workshop then further
considered perspectives from the water
resources management, coastal zone
management, health, forestry, agriculture,
energy, and transport sectors.
In regard to adequacy of observations to
support climate adaptation services and
research,
workshop
participants
emphasized first and foremost the need to
present existing information in forms of
relevance to users, taking into account in
particular relevant spatial and temporal

scales. Workshop participants further urged
that the development of products to
support adaptation planning, as well as
research related to climate adaptation,
must be carried forward in close
consultation with practitioners. In addition,
participants noted a need for much better
information on data availability, quality,
uncertainty, and limits of applicability, and
they recognized the need to establish and
improve mechanisms to provide both
access to data and information regarding
data contents. Workshop participants also
noted that neither global climate models
nor satellite‐based observing systems are
yet good enough to support decisions made
at the local level in many infrastructure
management sectors, and that further
investments are needed to improve the
ground‐based network of primary hydro‐
meteorological observations.
In regard to observation requirements for
specific sectors, several common themes
emerged. Participants generally noted that
observations to support adaptation
planning are often needed with higher
spatial and temporal resolution than for
other climate applications. Workshop
participants further noted a need to focus
efforts in regions where change is most
rapid or variability is more pronounced, as
well as in regions where the impact of
climate on a sector is the largest and/or
vulnerability is the highest. Depending on
sector and purpose, participants noted a
need to cover time scales ranging from
weeks to centuries, and participants also
noted the need to develop infrastructure to
support data rescue. Participants also
emphasized
the
importance
of
communicating the value of historical data
as a public good and of promoting data
rescue and data management as Essential
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Climate Tasks. Finally, participants noted
the need to support research initiatives
such as UNEP’s PROVIA and the
International Council for Science (ICSU)
Future Earth as well as the need to support
investments in observations likely to meet
future needs for long‐term data.
Regarding strategic guidance for GCOS,
participants recognized that the primary
role of GCOS is to assess and communicate
overall
requirements,
advice
on
implementation and reporting, and review
and promote progress in the interest of
supporting national economic development
and
research
toward
improved
understanding, modelling and prediction of
the climate system. Participants also
acknowledged the development of the
Global Framework for Climate Services
(GFCS) and its leading role in improving
feedback mechanisms between data
providers and users through the User
Interface Platform, as well as the role of
GCOS in supporting the GFCS Observations
and Monitoring pillar. Several participants
noted the difficulty of working effectively
within a complex array of international
organizations with mandates that can be
either ambiguous or overlapping. As such,
there was recognition of a need to clarify
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responsibilities, define focal points for
specific topics, build synergies, and
generally strengthen cooperation among
UN programmes, as well as to consider how
GCOS can use its reporting systems through
the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO), the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
the IOC and others to reach out to different
communities.
Outcomes of the workshop will be used as
inputs for the GCOS Report on Progress and
Adequacy, which is scheduled to be
published in 2015, and for the next
Implementation Plan, which is scheduled to
be published in 2016. The Implementation
Plan will identify specific requirements for
products as well as verifiable and costed
actions, and both documents will address
the full range of climate observation
requirements,
including
needs
for
monitoring, assessing, and modelling the
global climate system, as well as
requirements for adaptation to variability
and change, and the provision of services.
Finally, in several cases, workshop
participants suggested follow‐up workshops
focused on sector‐specific requirements
would be an appropriate next step.
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Introduction
Dr Carolin Richter welcomed the
participants to the meeting and introduced
Mr Klaus‐Jürgen Schreiber of the Deutscher
Wetterdienst (DWD).
Mr Schreiber opened the meeting on 26
February 2013, 9:00 am on behalf of the
DWD President, at DWD Headquarters in
Offenbach, Germany and welcomed the
participants (Annex I). Mr Schreiber noted
that the workshop would address the
underlying observations needed to develop
user‐oriented climate services, and would
focus in particular on the information
needed for adaptation planning. Mr
Schreiber further noted that in 1992,
Germany was the first country to establish a
national Global Climate Observing System

(GCOS) secretariat at DWD, and that
Germany has developed a national
adaptation strategy and a national
adaptation action plan. He next noted that
looking beyond existing GCOS Essential
Climate Variables (ECVs), it is important to
monitor the impact of and assess
vulnerability to climate change to support
sector specific adaptation planning. He
concluded by emphasizing the importance
of delivering effective climate services,
recognizing that supporting adaptation
planning with climate information is a
contribution toward the Observations and
Monitoring Pillar of the Global Framework
for Climate Services (GFCS).

Session 1: Overview
Chair: Dr Carolin Richter, D/GCOS
GCOS: Observations ‐ from global to local
(Adrian Simmons, Chairperson GCOS SC)
Information Needs for Adaptation to
Climate Variability and Change (Roger
Pulwarty)
Observations, Adaptation, and the Global
Framework for Climate Services (Filipe Lúcio,
WMO)
Ms Richter introduced the first session of
the meeting on behalf of the Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS) Secretariat. She
noted that GCOS functions both as a system
and a programme. Regarding workshop
goals, Ms Richter emphasized the need to
identify new requirements for adaptation
planning and to review the list of existing
Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) to
determine whether it needs to be updated.

Dr Adrian Simmons, Chairman of the GCOS
Steering Committee, opened the day’s
presentations by describing in more detail
the role of GCOS within the broader
international context. He began by noting
that with multiple sponsors and component
observing systems , GCOS is a system of
systems GCOS encompasses the climate
components of observing systems that fell
under the auspices of the World
Meteorological
Organization
(WMO),
International Oceanographic Commission
(IOC),
and
Food
and
Agriculture
Organization (FAO), as well as the
observational elements of research
programmes such as the World Climate
Research
Programme,
International
Geosphere Biosphere Programme (IGBP)
and others. Mr Simmons noted that
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together, these systems form our overall
global observing system for climate, and the
climate‐observing component of the Group
on Earth Observations System of Systems
(GEOSS).

FIGURE 1: Design of the GCOS Programme.
(A. Simmons)
Mr Simmons then described the purpose of
the GCOS programme, which is to assess
and communicate overall requirements,
advice on implementation and reporting,
and review and promote progress. GCOS is
concerned
with
observations,
data
transmission, data management, including
data rescue, and data records and products.
GCOS was set up to ensure observational
needs are met to monitor the climate
system in support of national economic
development
and
research
toward
improved understanding, modeling and
prediction of the climate system.
Mr Simmons noted connections to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
research programmes, and the Global
Framework for Climate Services (GFCS). In
regard to GFCS, he emphasized that
observations directly support the Climate
Services Information System (CSIS) and
Research, Modeling, and Prediction pillars
of the GFCS. He further emphasized the
need to focus on variables that have direct
user impact and the need to consider
socioeconomic data. He recognized that
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GCOS functions through national and
regional agencies, which operate systems
consistent with GCOS principles, provide
monitoring and archive centers, and
support network improvements through
the GCOS Cooperation Mechanism (GCM)
and regional activities.
Mr Simmons next described the process by
which GCOS cyclically assesses progress,
adequacy, and requirements in support of
the UNFCCC. Work is beginning on a new
cycle, and GCOS will report on progress and
adequacy in 2015 and publish a new
“Implementation Plan” in 2016. This
workshop will inform both the reports on
progress
and
adequacy
and
the
Implementation Plan, and it should be seen
as a starting point to address the range of
requirements for climate observation,
including those for adaptation to variability
and change and for the provision of services.
Mr Simmons next reminded the workshop
that requirements for observations, data
records and products have been set out in
two
previous
editions
of
the
Implementation Plan and supplementary
documents. The 2010 Implementation Plan
specifically identified 138 actions in support
of UNFCCC and provided associated cost
ranges. The Implementation Plan was
welcomed in Cancún by the Subsidiary Body
for Scientific and Technological Advice
(SBSTA) of the UNFCCC, which encouraged
Parties to work towards its implementation.
The 2010 Implementation Plan also
included a supplement setting out specific
requirements for products based on data
from satellites, to which both SBSTA and
the space agencies have responded. He
then described in more detail the costs
included in the 2010 plan, noting in
particular activities needed in non‐Annex‐I
countries.
Mr Simmons next recognized that while
virtually all observations support adaptation,
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this workshop was designed to focus on
local or regional needs for observations,
products, and related socio‐economic data.
He then suggested that in turn, these
requirements for local information will have
to be mapped into needs for observations
and products that may not be local.
Furthermore, overall better observation will
be required to support better forecasting,
to compensate for increased vulnerability to
severe weather and short‐term climatic
events, and to support better projection of
what we shall have to adapt to in the longer
term.
In conclusion, Mr Simmons argued it is
necessary to model what we cannot
measure (or indeed resolve in global
predictions). He noted that in practice, it is
necessary to fill gaps and downscale as far
as possible, recognizing that sustained
systematic observations are required in
principle. He further noted the potential
usefulness of higher resolution (global or
regional) reanalysis, regional modeling and
statistical downscaling techniques. He then
offered that a strategy that involves
coherent sets of limited‐term local or
regional observational projects could be
considered by the group. Finally, Mr
Simmons closed by citing recent examples
of drought and famine in East Africa to
illustrate the range of observations and
products that can be brought to bear on
adaptation issues.
On behalf of the GCOS Secretariat, Ms
Richter added that participants can be
influential working within their own
organizations in determining which climate
observations are gathered and made
available.
Dr Roger Pulwarty, a member of the GCOS
Steering Committee and representative of
the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Organization (NOAA), next delivered an
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overview
presentation
on
climate
observations to inform adaptation. Mr
Pulwarty began by describing various
means by which preparedness and
adaptation activities may be implemented,
and he questioned whether
the
international community is currently
making the necessary observations to
support the design of effective adaptation
strategies. He noted that while demand is
increasing for better information, efforts at
coordination have not been commensurate
with needs.
Mr Pulwarty next noted that reliable and
temporally and spatially detailed regional
climate information depends on, 1)
availability of quality climate observations
with sufficient spatial coverage over long
periods, 2) adequacy of models to depict
current and future regional climate, and 3)
a thorough understanding and appreciation
of the uncertainties and constraints
associated with the use of both data and
regional and global models. Mr Pulwarty
then noted that all variables required for
research are not necessarily included in the
list of 50 GCOS ECVs, and he urged the
workshop to consider what additional
observations may be needed to inform
adaptation strategies.
Noting that changes in the observed
physical system indicate increases in
variables such as ocean heat content and
temperature overland, and decreases in
such variables as sea ice and snow cover,
Mr Pulwarty next emphasized that a
changing climate will lead to changes in
extreme weather and climate events. He
further emphasized that observations are
key for policy‐makers, and that there is a
need to document changes in a way that
can effectively inform policy decisions.
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FIGURE 2: Changing climate leads to
change in extreme weather and climate
events. (R. Pulwarty)
Citing the examples of increased exposure
to tropical cyclones and flooding globally,
and noting the Prevalent Vulnerability Index
(PVI) calculated for 2007, Mr Pulwarty
pointed out that the most pressing issue in
the area of adaptation is a lack of resilience
in recovering from events. He further
suggested there is a relatively good
understanding of the information needed in
the primary sectors, but he questioned the
availability of observations to support these
information needs. He also argued that the
existing coordinated observing systems do
not provide data adequate for fully
understanding risk, noting, for example,
that most estimates of disaster losses
exclude indirect losses.
Mr Pulwarty next noted a series of
international assessments being conducted,
including the WMO, US National Integrated
Drought Information System (NIDIS) and
United Nations International Strategy for
Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) effort to
assess drought early warning systems. He
urged the workshop to consider data
limitations to which these assessments
might point. He further noted Climate Risk
Management (CRM), a large and growing
body of work intended to bridge the climate
change adaptation, disaster management
and development sectors, among others.
Citing the examples of landscape changes in
the tribal lands in the four corners region of
the United States and coral bleaching
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events in the Caribbean, Mr Pulwarty next
noted that models are not calibrated for
rapidly changing systems. He further stated
that in the current system, data collected
are rarely comparable across ecological
zones because of inconsistencies in
methodologies or in the spatial scale at
which observations are made. Mr Pulwarty
next argued for the need to sustain a
collaborative
framework
among
observations, research and management.
He then reiterated that present data
collection does not meet current
requirements and furthermore will not
allow for adequate understanding of
climate change impacts and effectiveness of
adaptation measures. He further noted that
despite the extensive development and use
of indicators, there is little testing of these
indicators to assure they provide the
assumed positive information benefit.
Mr Pulwarty next discussed the linkages
between National Meteorological and
Hydrological Services (NMHS) and GCOS. He
suggested the need to establish the core set
of data, data characteristics, and
information technologies needed to
maintain the minimum acceptable level of
stewardship in the management of climate
risk to communities, resources and
infrastructure. He also outlined the need for
information systems to be developed for
critical thresholds across temporal and
spatial scales, and to develop early warning
information systems across climate
timescales. Mr Pulwarty noted the
international community is still a long way
from implementing an integrated observing
system to support adaptation. Citing as an
example
a
study
showing
that
improvements in hydro‐meteorological
information production and early warning
capacity would yield significant economic
return on investment, he emphasized the
need to make clear socio‐economic
arguments regarding funding for enhanced
observing capacity.
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Mr Pulwarty finally discussed the issue of
developing climate risk and capacity profiles.
These profiles would offer information, for
example, on physical infrastructure
improved; number and type of health or
social infrastructure developed or modified;
number of physical assets strengthened or
constructed; ecosystem services maintained
or improved; and number and type of
natural resource assets created, maintained
or improved to withstand conditions
resulting from climate variability and
change.
Mr Pulwarty concluded by emphasizing the
need to address all levels of observational
requirements to meet sectors needs, as well
as the need to make workshop outcomes
politically relevant.

FIGURE 3: All levels of observational needs
to support services and adaptations.
(R. Pulwarty)
Mr Filipe Lúcio, Head of the Global
Framework for Climate Services (GFCS)
Office, delivered the final Session 1
presentation
on
observations
and
adaptation as they relate to the GFCS. Mr
Lúcio began by enumerating the aims of the
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GFCS. These include, 1) reducing the
vulnerability of society to climate‐related
hazards, 2) advancing the key global
development goals, 3) mainstreaming the
use of climate information in decision
making, 4) strengthening the engagement
of providers and users of climate services,
and 5) maximizing the utility of existing
climate service infrastructure. Pointing out
that the highest number of broken
maximum temperatures and the lowest
number of broken temperature minimums
both occurred in the last decade, Mr Lúcio
noted the clear need to address adaptation.
He further noted that vulnerability,
exposure, and damage have all increased
over the last few decades.
Mr Lúcio next discussed the GFCS
contribution towards the effort to provide
seamless meteorological and climate
services.
In
contrast
to
the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), which looks farther ahead, the GFCS
operates on timescales ranging from
months to decades and seeks to support
adaptation planning rather than climate
mitigation. The vision of the GFCS is to
enable better management of the risks of
climate variability and change through the
development and incorporation of science‐
based climate information and prediction
into planning, policy and practice at the
regional, national, and global scale. The
need for these services was expressed by
the international community at the Third
World Climate Conference (WCC) in 2009.
In response, the GFCS intends to close the
gap between those that need climate
information and those who have it, thus
empowering those vulnerable to climate
change.
Mr Lúcio next described the five “pillars” of
the GFCS, which address the whole value
chain from observation and monitoring to
delivery of services. He noted in particular
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that the User Interface Platform (UIP) pillar
represents a new element in the delivery of
climate services. The UIP, which will
operate through a wide range of channels
and partnerships, provides a structured
means for users, climate researchers and
climate data and information providers to
interact at all levels. The UIP aims to ensure
that the Framework promotes effective
decision‐making with respect to climate
considerations by delivering the right
information in a timely manner to the
relevant user.
Regarding the other pillars, Mr Lúcio noted
that the Climate Services Information
System (CSIS) pillar will serve as a bridge
from observations to service delivery, and
that the Research, Modelling and Prediction
pillar will help science to understand
climate vulnerability and impacts and to
support decision‐making. He further noted
that the Observations and Monitoring is
critical to ensure the availability of the
required observational date for the
production of high quality climate services.
He stressed that all the pillars are
interrelated, and that all need to be
supported by the Capacity Development
Pillar. Elaborating further, Mr Lúcio cited
three
key
challenges
facing
the
Observations and Monitoring pillar,
including bridging global observational gaps,
incorporating non‐traditional data (e.g.
socio‐economic data), and data exchange
issues. He noted that observations are
needed by GFCS to promote analysis and
understanding of the climate, to develop
models and predictions, to deliver services,
and
to
monitor
climate
change
consequences.
Mr Lúcio next focused on the Capacity
Development pillar of GFCS. The Capacity
Development pillar aims to address the
capacity
development
requirements
identified in the other pillars and, more
broadly, the basic requirements to support
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the systematic development of the
institutions, infrastructure and human
resources needed for effective climate
services. Mr Lúcio noted that the most
attention will be given to the least
developed countries, but that capacity
building in both developed and developing
countries is needed.

FIGURE 4: Concept of the Global
Framework for Climate Services (GFCS).
(F. Lúcio)
Speaking more broadly, Mr Lúcio noted
both the increasingly complex science,
observations, and modelling and prediction
systems needed to address climate service
needs, as well as increasingly complex user
requirements, which require multi‐
disciplinary and multi‐scale approaches. He
emphasized that to unlock the full potential
of climate services, partnerships in
promoting both science and delivery of
products and services will be essential, as
will dialogue with end users. He then
further emphasized that it is essential to
mainstream use of climate information
from political down to local levels. As an
example of the benefits to be realized from
climate services, Mr Lúcio described a series
of roving seminars for subsistence farmers
in Africa.
Mr Lúio concluded by noting the next steps
for the Intergovernmental Board for
Climate Sciences (IBCS), which will meet for
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the first time from July 1‐5, 2013. Issues to
be considered will include membership of
the Board, sub‐structures, stakeholder
engagement mechanisms, and principles for
recognizing projects outside the GFCS
Secretariat. In addition, the IBCS will
approve priority projects from the
compendium of GFCS related projects.
The ensuing discussion focused on a variety
of topics relevant to the panel
presentations, including the role of socio‐
economic data, timescales necessary to
understand climate extremes, the necessity
of providing information of value to policy‐
makers and related implications for
characterization of uncertainty, and the
development of frameworks for climate
services at national level. Regarding policy‐
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making, there was recognition of a need to
reach out to both data‐users and policy‐
makers, an area in which GFCS has been
active. There was also recognition that an
element of uncertainty is inherent in any
climate forecast or prediction, that this
uncertainty must be presented thoughtfully,
and that expectations regarding capabilities
must be managed accordingly. Finally, there
were a number of comments regarding the
need for accountability and standards for
information services. As the approach for
collecting data relevant to adaptation may
be decentralized, standards need to be
developed for application at the national
level to ensure use of proven, consistent,
coherent, and thus credible data.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
1‐1

Discuss if the initiation of a series of workshops and its outcome would contribute to
the range of requirements addressing also adaptation to variability and change and
climate services.

1‐2a

Discuss if new requirements for observations should focus on local or regional scales,
and if it is possible to map those observations to larger scales to meet all sectors’
needs.

1‐2b

Discuss if the existing global observations to initiate forecasts for a particular
location or improve the models used for forecasting and projection, relate to
information in which the local user is eventually interested.

1‐3

Discuss regional observation projects and coordinate those with regional modelling
programmes to fill in observational gaps.

1‐4

Discuss how to better document climate changes to be better understood on
political levels and to make it politically relevant.

1‐5

Need to establish the core set of data, data characteristics, and information
technologies to maintain the minimum acceptable level of stewardship in the
management of climate risk to communities, resources and infrastructure, for
implementation at national level.

1‐6

Need to develop information systems for critical thresholds across temporal and
spatial scales, and to develop early warning information systems across climate
timescales, for application at national level.

1‐7

Find clear socio‐economic arguments to improve funding opportunities for enhanced
observing capacity.

1‐8

Programmes managing the facilitation of climate observations will have to basically
discuss, that the provision of climate services will require that observational gaps will
be bridged, non‐traditional data will need to be incorporated and data exchange
issues will have to be resolved.

1‐9

International recognized standards need to be developed for application at the
national level to ensure use of proven, consistent, coherent, and thus credible data.
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Session 2: Observation Needs and Risk Management
Session Leader: Mr Gary Eilerts, USAID
Programme Manager for FEWS NET
Panelists: Prof. Dr Peter Höppe, Munich Re;
Dr Martin van Aalst, Red Cross/ Red
Crescent (via video); Dr Albert Klein‐Tank,
KNMI & ETCCDI
The purpose of Session 2 was both to
gather requirements for risk management
and to develop recommendations regarding
future risk management activities. Specific
issues addressed included trends in
exposure and vulnerability to climate
extremes, observed changes in extremes
and needs for disaster risk reduction.
The session consisted of a 30 minute
overview presentation by the session leader,
short presentations by each of the panel
members, and a subsequent group
discussion. The panellist presentations
focused on smarter disaster response and
preparedness, and investment into
community resilience.
Mr Eilerts opened the session by delivering
an overview presentation on climate
observations for risk management in which
he offered the Famine Early Warning
Systems Network (FEWS NET) food security
application as a case study. Mr Eilerts began
by providing an overview of the FEWS NET
structure, noting his intention to represent
a user perspective. He explained that FEWS
NET receives almost all data from national
and regional partners, and that while
providers have now developed useable
products, the process of getting to this
point was long and required significant
communication, learning, and willingness to
adjust and cooperate on both the user and
provider side. He also pointed out that
given the reality of annual budgets,
information is needed that supports

planning when and where money needs to
be spent.
Mr Eilerts cited the formal famine
declaration for Somalia in July of 2011 as a
successful example of early warning. The
famine was declared in large part as a result
of a scenario‐based estimation process
using climate as a key variable. He further
noted, however, that this finding was
difficult to reconcile with the IPCC 2007
conclusion that East Africa would become
wetter, when in fact, a 60‐year local
blended database suggests a pattern of
more frequent and serious droughts in East
Africa. He noted that such inconsistencies
between models and existing databases can
complicate messaging for decision‐makers,
and that the early warning community is in
many cases developing its own tools.
Mr Eilerts moved on to describe challenges
associated
with
delivering
useful
information
to
decision‐makers,
emphasizing that decision‐makers need
limited information on decisions that have
to be struck immediately and that they
generally aren’t interested in associated
details or lesser problems Mr Eilerts argued
that to adapt to today’s climate, it is
necessary to know where climate is
changing sub‐nationally and to establish
meaningful thresholds. Furthermore, this
information must be of sufficient quality to
inform actions over the next five years. He
also emphasized the need to focus on
information on a 5‐10 year scale rather than
a 50 year scale, as well as the need for
regular, incremental updates to seasonal
forecasts. He recognized improvements in
weather forecasting, but noted that 7‐10
day forecasts are not as important for food
security. For food security purposes, Mr
Eilerts stated that the actionable weather
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forecasts are those that look from two
weeks ahead to three months out.

FIGURE 5: Adapt today to today’s changing
climate. (G. Eilerts)
Mr Eilerts next discussed strategies for
carrying messages to decision‐makers. He
offered the suggestion that decision‐makers
might be more receptive to “decision‐
support” as opposed to “early warning”
approaches to information development
and sharing. He further mentioned that for
decision support, it is not necessary to have
information with 100 percent accuracy, but
rather information that is simply good
enough to determine the next course of
action and support decision making. In that
regard, he noted there is a disconnect
between the research community and
those responsible for implementation of
adaptation activities. He also mentioned
that a series of short term responses to
famine do not necessarily address longer‐
term problems, and that there is a long‐
term need to look at resilience.
Mr Eilerts then reviewed reasons FEWS NET
can be viewed as a successful example of a
drought early warning system. He first
reiterated that although the process took
28 years, ultimately communication with
providers was essential in obtaining useable
products. He further noted that the food
security discipline is similar to climate
science in orientation, and that Climate
Outlook Forums have helped scientists and
users begin talking. He emphasized that
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users have to actively formulate their own
questions to “pull” what they need from
climate sciences, and that patience and
willingness on the part of weather and
climate partners will be necessary to stretch
to meet new sectoral needs. He also
pointed out that language is important as
well in making sure that messages are
understood correctly.
Mr Eilerts concluded by recognizing the
value of ECVs, but noting that there is a
need for better national level information
than is now available, particularly from
national meteorological stations. He further
noted that action requires a local, specific
context, and that data access and
availability are key.
In the ensuing discussion several points
were raised, including potential positive
spin for food security in areas where
climate change may result in increased
productivity, the use of both satellite and
blended products, and the difficulties of
turning environmental information into
government action.
Dr Maarten van Aalst contributed a pre‐
recorded video on climate information for
disaster risk management. Mr van Aalst
began by recognizing that climate
information is critical for the work of the
Red Cross/Red Crescent, noting, however,
that climate information often does not
reach its full potential. To illustrate the
potential value of employing climate data
on multiple timescales, Mr van Aalst cited
an example in West Africa in 2008. In that
case, a seasonal forecast predicting heavier
than usual precipitation, coupled with local
observations, enabled the Red Cross/ Red
Crescent to respond more quickly to
flooding events as well as to reduce the
number of victims and cost per beneficiary.
Mr van Aalst further noted that this
example illustrates the need for complete
linkages from global models to local users.
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To improve the value of climate information
in disaster management, Mr van Aalst
offered four suggestions. First, he noted
that climate information on its own is not
sufficient for action, but rather needs to be
linked with local risk assessments. Second,
he noted the need to establish links with
local observing systems. Not only is data
more likely to be trusted if these links are
present, but local observations can also
serve as a valuable supplement to national
systems, particularly when observation
density is otherwise poor. Third, it is
necessary to develop tailored products with
relevant useable information for the user.
Finally, systems and products need to be
developed in dialogue with the whole range
of decision‐makers, and including local
communities.
Dr Albert Klein‐Tank delivered the next
panel presentation on observation needs
and risk management. He began by noting
that together with vulnerability and
exposure, changes and variability in
weather and climate extremes determine
disaster risk. He also noted that observation
needs for assessing extremes are more
demanding than for large scale mean
change. He further informed the group that
the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) will
build upon the IPCC Special Report on
Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and
Disasters to Advance Climate Change
Adaptation (SREX) 2012 for observed (and
projected) changes in extremes.
Mr Klein‐Tank next discussed the use of
climate indices and indicators, which are
coordinated by the CCl/CLIVAR/JCOMM
Expert Team on Climate Change Detection
and Indices (ETCCDI)1, and are developed in

1

An expert team of the WMO Commission of
Climatology, the WCRP Climate Variability and
Predictability Programme (CLIVAR) and the
WMO‐IOC Joint Technical Commission for
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coordination with regional workshops,
meteorological services, and academia. He
noted that information is often available
within meteorological services but is not
used, and he emphasized that that regional
knowledge is crucial for data access and
assessment of change. Citing an example of
a recent workshop in the Gambia, Mr Klein‐
Tank emphasized the need for information
products tailored to application needs
rather than ECV datasets alone. He also
noted that indices are often more available
than raw information, and thus represent in
some cases a means of circumventing data
access problems.
Mr Klein‐Tank concluded his presentation
by offering a schematic illustrating how the
threshold for vulnerability can be increased
in the long‐term through a series of
adaptation actions. He emphasized that
extremes, rather than trends and climate
mean, are the most critical variables. Finally,
he noted the need to work together to
determine the most critical indices,
including not just time series, but also full
weather descriptions.

FIGURE 6: Increasing the threshold for
vulnerability through a series of adaptation
actions. (A. Klein‐Tank)
Prof. Dr Peter Höppe delivered a
presentation on observation needs and risk
management from an insurance industry
Oceanography and Marine Meteorology
(JCOMM)
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perspective. He began by providing an
overview of Munich Re, which plays a
leading role in covering risks associated
with natural hazards. He next argued that
extreme weather events affect the core
business of the insurance industry, noting,
for example, that insured losses from 1880‐
2012 in the United States totalled US$970
billion. He noted a distinct upward trend in
natural weather and climate related
catastrophes worldwide between 1880‐
2012, but explained that it is difficult to
present loss trends for a variety of reasons.
Mr Höppe then enumerated a number of
observation needs for the insurance
industry. These included, 1) high quality
climate data (especially of extreme events),
2) information on natural (ENSO, AMO, NAO)
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and anthropogenic changes of extreme
weather patterns, and 3) appropriate
climate data in developing countries, the
lack of which is a primary obstacle for
introducing micro insurance systems He
further noted the importance of data on the
frequency of extreme events.
Mr Höppe discussed the fact that
investment decisions such as those related
to renewable energies are dependent on
the availability of specific climate data, and
that climate date is also prerequisite for the
development of new weather related
insurance coverages. He concluded by
noting that the insurance industry may also
serve as a data provider in that it can
provide loss data following extreme
weather events.

FIGURE 7: Natural catastrophes worldwide 1980‐2012. (P. Höppe)
The ensuing discussion focused in large
part on data accessibility, availability, and
applicability to adaptation activities, as well
as on strategic approaches to providing
information to decision‐makers. On data
applicability, there was agreement that a

gap exists between global climate data and
national‐scale data relevant for adaptation,
although there was a suggestion this gap
may be narrowing as information from local
events is increasingly fed into global data
sets. Some participants suggested that
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while in many cases data may exist, it can
be difficult to access the data for either
policy reasons or simply because availability
is not publicly advertised. There was
agreement that open data policies provide
the maximum public benefit, however,
differing views were offered on the relative
value of focusing on data policy issues.
Others suggested that the need is not
necessarily for more data, but rather for the
development of useable information from
the data already available.
On the issue of decision‐making, there was
additional discussion regarding uncertainty
and the need to make decisions based on
less than perfect information. Regarding the
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preference for a “decision support” as
opposed to “early warning” approach, one
participant cautioned against potentially
compromising the perception of an
independent information development
process. Another participant noted the
daunting challenge of orchestrating
responses to 2‐3 week climate information
given the slow moving nature of national
bureaucracies.
Finally, there was agreement that extremes
are an important focus area, and that
duration of extremes as well as frequency
need to be considered.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
2‐1

Discuss what a decision making process eventually needs, as decision‐
makers need information to inform immediate decisions.

2‐2

Provide high‐quality information how climate changes sub‐nationally on a 5‐10
year scale and regular, incremental updates to seasonal forecasts; establish
meaningful thresholds.

2‐3

Assess what kind of decision support tools are available as opposed to “early
warning” information.

2‐4

Discuss how user needs in new sectors can be better taken into account in
climate science, and how those needs can be better communicated.

2‐5

Need for better national level information than is now available; in particular,
availability of national meteorological station data is a paramount need.

2‐6

Assemble cases in which the value of climate data on multiple time scales
(seasonal forecast and local observations) enabled quick actions, to demonstrate the
need for complete linkages from global models to local users.

2‐7

Discuss how climate information can be linked with local risk assessment, and
how local observation systems can be linked in.

2‐8

Systems and products need to be developed in dialogue with the whole range
of decision‐makers, including local communities.

2‐9

Discuss how to better engage regional knowledge for improved data access.

2‐10

Need for information products tailored to application needs rather than ECV
datasets alone.

2‐11

Determine the availability of the most critical climate indices (clustering,
duration and frequency of extremes) to bridge over data access problems.

2‐12

Need for high quality climate data (especially of extreme events).

2‐13

Need for information on natural (ENSO, AMO, NAO) and anthropogenic
changes of extreme weather patterns including duration and frequency.

2‐14

Need for assessment of appropriate data to support new sectors (e.g,
insurance industries) in developing countries.

2‐15

Need is not necessarily for more data, but rather for the development of
useable information from the data already available.
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Session 3: The Importance of Data Rescue and Data Management to Adaptation
Session Leader: Prof. Rob Allan
Panelists: Dr Ed Harrison, GCOS‐SC; Dr
Manola Brunet, WMO/ CCl; Dr Omar
Baddour, WMO
The purpose of Session 3 was to solicit
views on the importance of data rescue and
data management to adaptation and to
develop recommendations regarding future
data rescue and data management activities.
Specific issues addressed included the
relevance of data recovery to climate
adaptation, the means by which data can be
recovered, and improvements in data
management to support adaptation
decisions.
The session consisted of a 30 minute
overview presentation by the session leader,
short presentations by each of the panel
members, and a subsequent group
discussion. The panellist presentations
focused on the risk of losing our global
cultural heritage of historical climate data,
governance and funding issues for data
rescue, requirements for data management,
and the need to explore oral histories and
geophysical
evidence
of
major
environmental events.
Prof. Rob Allan, Programme Manager of
the International Atmospheric Circulation
Reconstructions over the Earth (ACRE)
initiative, opened his overview presentation
by reviewing a number of important
benefits of data rescue and management.
First, historical data would allow for better
assessments of shifts in mean and extreme
states of global to regional climate; would
create a more robust basis for detecting
and attributing causes of climate change;
and would provide a longer series of ECV
datasets for assessing global climate models.
In addition, historical data could be used as

input to improve decadal climate
predications and develop climate change
scenarios; to extend historical re‐analyses;
and to provide calibration for natural/
documentary proxies and satellite estimates
of surface variables. With a more robust
baseline, more reliable predictions and
climate change scenarios, and improved
calibration, a corresponding improvement
in the ability to assess options for
adaptation to climate variability, change,
impacts and extremes would also be
expected.
Mr Allan next noted the existence of a
wealth of hard‐copy terrestrial and marine
weather observations held in European
colonial and former‐colony repositories,
including in archives, libraries, museums,
administrative bodies, NMHSs, and
historical archives and data banks.
Recognizing that global initiatives tend to
be poorly funded and staffed, Mr Allan
suggested providing full funding for the
development of a sustainable infrastructure
to support the linking and merging of
existing data rescue initiatives. In addition,
he suggested federating the efforts of data
and reanalysis producers and climate
scientists with the full range of climate
applications and user communities, as well
as promoting true multi/ cross/ inter‐
disciplinary engagements involving the
humanities and social sciences. Finally, he
suggested harnessing the potential for
citizen science/ crowd sourcing, not just in
aiding data rescue, digitisation and quality
control, but as an integral component in
project infrastructure, outreach, learning
and dissemination.
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to help these observational networks meet
minimum standards and principles of
quality and availability. Finally, Mr Allan
noted that there is an urgent need for
adequate training and provision of modern
technology and guidance for rescuing,
digitizing, and managing climate data in
developing countries.

FIGURE 8: Sources of historical data.
(R. Allan)
Mr Allan next emphasized there is an
urgent need to develop long‐term and high‐
quality weather and climate time‐series
datasets to feed historical global re‐
analyses, and that these datasets should be
developed
following
state‐of‐the‐art
techniques in weather and climate data
quality control, homogenization and
assimilation. He also noted the need to
address the severe lack of digitized,
observed historical global surface weather
data at daily to sub‐daily time‐scales and
thus to improve the quality and quantity of
data available in openly accessible
international repositories. In addition, he
noted the need to address the limited
accessibility to key climate records needed
for climate change detection, prediction
and adaptation assessments.
Regarding data availability, Mr Allan argued
that climate observations from all platforms
are necessary to meet the growing needs
for high resolution observations for climate
services, and that mechanisms to ensure
these observations will be hosted in
permanent archiving platforms globally and
nationally should be considered. In addition,
Mr Allan noted community observations
(citizen science/ crowd sourcing, farmers,
municipalities, forest managers, etc.) are
becoming useful in complementing the
standard data from networks. He
recognized, however, that related issues
would need to be addressed, including how

In the ensuing discussion, there was
agreement that historical data sets and
reanalysis outputs can readily assist with
adaptation by providing more spatially and
temporally complete data bases and
reconstructions, and thus longer and
broader historical perspectives and
statistics. Several participants alluded to the
fact that while there is general agreement
among agencies that data recovery work is
valuable and needed, only minimal funding
has been forthcoming. One participant
noted the conundrum that to secure
funding for data recovery, it is necessary to
demonstrate value, which is difficult with
limited amounts of recovered data.
Dr Manola Brunet, Chair of the WMO
MEditerranean climate DAta Rescue
(MEDARE) initiative, next delivered a
presentation on data rescue, with a focus
on long‐term and high‐quality surface
climate series development. She began by
explaining that billions of historical
geophysical
and
weather‐related
observations remain undigitised and
unusable for the purposes of developing
climate adaptation strategies. She further
noted that among them, instrumental
surface climate series have a higher
potential to be recovered. She explained
the potential for developing long and high‐
quality climate series by applying state‐of‐
the‐art procedures in quality control and
homogenisation, and she emphasized that
large amounts of historical data are at high
risk of being lost forever due to lack of
human and technical resources for ensuring
digitisation and preservation.
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Ms Brunet next cited a number of potential
uses of recovered historical data. These
included, 1) basic input to gridded and
reanalysis products, decadal climate
predictions or climate change scenarios, 2)
exploring modes of climate variability to
enhance detection and adaptation studies
or place events (extremes and shifts) in a
longer instrumental context, 3) improving
adaptation to climate change impacts by
developing longer series for assessing
impact sector models and for providing
timely and reliable climate services, and 4)
calibrating natural/documentary proxies to
further extend the climatic history of a
country or region.
Ms Brunet concluded by suggesting a
number of steps to be taken to improve
data recovery efforts, recognizing that data
access and sharing and lack of resources
remain two of the most difficult issues. She
first suggested the need for full and
sustainable funding support to ensure
inventorising, organisation, preservation,
digitisation and development of historical
assets. She also called for training in DARE
procedures for long‐term and high‐quality
climate dataset development. She further
suggested promoting historical data as a
global cultural heritage asset, as well as
promoting free access to historical climate
series. Finally, she suggested federating
efforts that bring together data producers
and scientists, as well as the need to
promote the involvement of beneficiaries in
supporting sustainable data rescue
activities.
Dr Omar Baddour next delivered a
presentation on data management within
the WMO Commission for Climatology. He
began by noting that there are distinct
differences between the requirements for
real‐time data management of weather and
climate data. Related to climate, he
outlined the three main issues of quality,
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longevity (permanent archive), and lineage.
Mr Baddour next displayed a diagram
highlighting data management areas where
work has already been done and areas
where more progress is needed (see chart
2). As a means of achieving necessary
progress, he proposed the development of
GCOS “Essential Climate Tasks” to
complement the GCOS ECVs. He made the
additional point that while in many cases
data exists, there are often issues related to
awareness and accessibility.
Mr Baddour emphasized that requirements
for data management will expand rapidly,
particularly in the GFCS context. There is a
need for data management to encompass
all platforms (in situ and satellite), model
data,
nonconventional
networks,
experimental data, and socio‐economic
data, and to be expanded to cover all ECVs.
To meet this demand, capacity adaptation
and development will be required.
Specifically, modern archiving systems,
large and adequate storage facilities and
appropriate backup facilities, training, and
use of new technologies will all be needed.
Dr Ed Harrison delivered the final panel
presentation of the session. He began by
emphasizing the valuable role of historical
climate records in informing adaptation
decisions. He noted that while future
environmental conditions are uncertain, if
one assumes the next few decades will pose
risks similar to those that have happened
previously, historical data offers an
accessible basis for adaptation planning. He
noted that many of our societies are not
resilient to events that have already been
experienced, and that planning based on
historical events would result in significant
benefits.
Recognizing that information over the
ocean and in other vital areas is inadequate,
Mr Harrison pointed to the need for data
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rescue, quality and control, and analysis of
the historical instrumental record. He
further suggested the use of reanalysis to
supplement the instrumental record, as
well as the use of oral histories and
geophysical evidence to gain understanding
of past extremes likely to recur. He
concluded by cautioning against the
impulse to project out recent short‐term
trends, noting that there is a substantial
challenge in detecting trends when
significant multi‐decadal variability is
present.
The ensuing discussion focused initially on
the costs and benefits of recovering
historical data. Specific costs were cited for
a few example projects, but the point was
made that in general, costs would depend
on the type of project and the technology
involved. There was recognition that
nations have invested far more in modelling
than in data recovery, and that some sort of
cost‐benefit analysis might be helpful in
securing additional funds for data recovery
efforts. There was also discussion of the
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value of rescued data, with participants
noting that a great deal of information will
be permanently lost if it is not retrieved in
the relatively near future. Mr Baddour
reiterated his suggestion that the
digitization of historical data could be
established as a GCOS task, and he again
emphasized the need for training, data
quality standards, and investment in
infrastructure
to
ensure
long‐term
sustainability.
Ed Harrison noted that GCOS has been a
steady proponent of trying to recover all
nations' historical records and of thoughtful
analysis of these records to provide
perspective on what each nation has
experienced in the past. He offered that
there may be some national reporting
process on progress toward these goals, but
that it may serve the goals of the GFCS to
recommend specific steps beyond current
UNFCCC guidelines for a national
assessment and reporting process.

FIGURE 9: Concept for climate data management; pre‐release diagram from the WMO Expert
Team on Climate Data Base Management Systems (ET‐CDMS). (O. Baddour)
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
3‐1

Provide sufficient funding/ resources to secure preservation of historical data in
order to avoiding irretrievable losses including full and sustainable funding support to
ensure inventorying, organization, digitization and development of historical assets.

3‐2

Promote historical data as a global cultural heritage asset.

3‐3

Provide full funding for the development of a sustainable infrastructure to
support the linking and merging of existing data rescue initiatives.

3‐4

Develop long‐term and high‐quality weather and climate time‐series datasets to
feed historical global re‐analyses:

3‐5

Join together the efforts of data and re‐analysis producers and climate scientists
with the full range of climate applications and user communities, and promote true
multi/ cross/ inter‐disciplinary engagements involving the humanities and social
sciences – a viable end‐to‐end infrastructure.

3‐6

Harness the potential for citizen science/ crowd sourcing, not just in aiding data
rescue, digitisation and quality control, but as an integral component in project
infrastructure, outreach, learning and dissemination.

3‐7

Develop the capability to host high resolution data from all observing platforms
in permanent archiving platforms.

3‐8

Provide training and modern technology and guidance for rescuing, digitizing,
and managing climate data in developing countries.

3‐9

Establish GCOS “Essential Climate Tasks” related to data recovery and data
management.

3‐10

Use oral histories and geophysical evidence to gain understanding of past
extremes.

3‐11

Study the cost‐benefit of investing into modeling versus data rescue.

3‐12

Assess if the national reporting process could be amended or introduced to also
include data rescue activities.
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Session 4: Observations for Research, Modelling and Assessment
Session Leader: Prof. Bruce Hewitson
Panelists: Prof. Sybil Seitzinger, IGBP; Dr
Balgis Osman‐Elasha, IHDP; Prof. Eeva
Furman, IPBES
The purpose of Session 4 was both to
gather
requirements
for
climate
observations
needed
for
research,
modelling, and assessment related to
climate adaptation and to develop
recommendations
regarding
future
activities. Specific issues addressed included
needs from the GCOS, examples of
observation uses, observations needed for
regional downscaling, the limits of regional
model output for adaptation planning, and
geographic weak spots.
The session consisted of a 30 minute
overview presentation by the session leader,
short presentations by each of the panel
members, and a subsequent group
discussion. The panellist presentations
focused on coastal subsidence, land‐use
and land‐cover change, ocean acidification,
biodiversity and ecosystem services,
multiple stresses, and barriers for data
exchange.
Prof. Bruce Hewitson, from the University
of Cape Town, began Session 4 with an
overview
presentation
on
climate
observations for research, modelling and
assessment. Mr Hewitson prefaced his
presentation by noting his own perceptual
bias, which he suggested is shaped by his
experience coming from a highly vulnerable
developing country. He then began by
stating that the current availability of
observations for research, modelling, and
assessment is less than adequate. He
allowed there have been some positive
innovations, such as new developments in
high resolution reanalysis data sets, but he
cautioned that new products in many cases

lack data quality and authority. He further
questioned how authoritativeness should
be determined.
Mr Hewitson next discussed the challenges
associated with delivery of information of
high enough quality for decision‐making, as
well as the related challenge of discerning
signal from noise in climate data. He then
outlined a number of related challenges
associated with linking GCOS with data user
needs.
These
include
temporal
inhomogeneity;
spatial
discontinuity;
resolution disparity; uncertainty; absence of
requisite
variables/
attributes;
contradictions; and data availability and
access. Mr Hewitson then showed a
schematic diagram illustrating the process
by which core science and research,
through regional integration, can be
contextualized around real world questions.
Mr Hewitson next offered a number of
examples of bias, uncertainty, and error in
climate models and observations. He
questioned whether it is possible to
determine whether the models or the
controls are wrong, and he noted derived
attributes can compound uncertainty. To
better respond to Vulnerability, Impacts,
and Adaptation (VIA) needs, Mr Hewitson
suggested the need for sustained
engagement
to
develop
relevant
information, as well as the need to develop
mutual understanding of issues and
concepts. He also suggested that improved
knowledge of data information limits is
necessary to avoid potential maladaptation,
and finally, that observation system
development should be informed by
priority needs. As an example, Mr Hewitson
shared results of a 2012 workshop on the
health sector with national meteorological
services in West Africa.
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FIGURE 10: A simplistic view of the role of observed data. (B. Hewitson)

During the next segment of his presentation,
Mr Hewitson shared some perspectives on
behalf of the IPCC Task Group on Data and
Scenario Support for Impact and Climate
Analysis (TGICA), noting the overarching
need to overlay physical climate data with
socioeconomic information. The TGICA has
observed rapid growth of demand for
regional,
high
resolution
climate
information, and has also noted associated
issues of availability, access, quality, and
error. TGICA has also noted a need to
enhance sharing of regional information
critical for describing vulnerability and
thresholds among the Global Terrestrial
Observing System (GTOS), the Global Ocean
Observing System (GOOS), the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) and
others within the Group on Earth

Observations (GEO). In addition, the TGICA
noted a need for detailed regional sea‐level
change
data
(including
uncertainty
measures), regional information on air
pollution, climate, and biogeochemical
variables. The TGICA further noted the need
to link data sets with global and regional
information being provided to serve
adaptation needs. Mr Hewitson finally
noted that the TGICA has developed
exemplar studies that integrate physical and
non‐climate information and highlight limits
to information
Regarding the GFCS, Mr Hewiton
questioned where the responsibility lies for
information (not data) being delivered. He
also noted the need to establish firmer links
between GCOS, the Programme of Research
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on Climate Change Vulnerability, Impacts
and Adaptation (PROVIA), and other
regional communities such as the African
Climate Policy Centre (ACPC). He informed
workshop participants that TGICA will host
a regional workshop on VIA that crosses all
communities.
In conclusion, Mr Hewitson stated that at
best, we currently have an “observed
record of a probable past.” He emphasized
again concerns regarding
temporal
homogeneity, spatial continuity, relevant
attributes, observation error estimates,
time and space resolution, as well as the
need for fast track development for key
science gaps.
Prof. Sybil Seitzinger opened the panel
presentations by focusing on the examples
of coastal subsidence, land‐use and land‐
cover change, and ocean acidification. Ms
Seitzinger began by noting that river deltas
throughout the world are a particularly
vulnerable coastal region facing many
stresses in addition to sea level rise that are
contributing to subsidence, including
urbanization, water and mineral extraction,
and upstream dams that are reducing
sediment input. She further emphasized
that climate change will affect not only sea
level rise, but also hydrology (increased
flooding, storm surges), with many
implications for adaptation in urbanized and
agricultural delta regions. In response,
accurate spatial observations of coastal
subsidence over time are needed for
adaptation planning.
To do spatial
subsidence well, Differential InSAR (D‐InSAR)
studies will need to be completed in more
of the world’s deltas. In addition, other
ground‐based techniques could add value
to these studies. Further, repeated high‐
resolution determination of the elevation of
most deltas is needed to support studies of
coastal subsidence, the routeing of storm
surges or river floods, and human changes
to the land surface.

FIGURE 11a: Sinking deltas. (S. Seitzinger)
Ms Seitzinger next suggested that detecting
and quantifying changes in land‐use and
land‐cover will be critical to developing
climate change adaptation strategies, as will
tracking changes in land‐use and land‐cover
as people and ecosystems adapt to a
changing climate. To that end, there is a
need for balanced investment in remote
sensing and socio‐economic variables.
Enhancements to detect changes in
deforestation
and
reforestation,
urbanization, and land abandonment are
needed, for example, as are higher
resolution data to detect the changing
mosaic of landscapes. Regarding ocean
acidification, Ms Seitzinger noted that
climate change is not the only stress that
increasing CO2 in the atmosphere is having
on oceans. Increased CO2 has increased
ocean acidity as well as carbonate
chemistry in the upper ocean, and that
these changes in upper ocean chemistry
have already occurred and are expected to
intensify.
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FIGURE 11b: Land‐use, land‐cover change.
(S. Seitzinger)
Ms Seitzinger then suggested a series of
proposed recommendations. First, to
understand global ocean acidification
conditions, it will be necessary to identify
spatial/ temporal patterns and assess
generality of response; document and
assess variation to infer driving mechanisms;
and quantify rate of change. Second, to
understand the ecosystem response to
ocean acidification, it will be necessary to
measure biological responses to physical/
chemical changes and quantify rate of
change and identify areas of vulnerability.
Finally, to optimize ocean acidification
modelling, it will be necessary to input
spatially and temporally resolved data for
model conditions and evaluation.

FIGURE 11c: Ocean acidification.
(S. Seitzinger)
Prof. Eeva Furman, representing the Finish
Environment Institute, next focused on
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biodiversity and ecosystem services. To
preface her presentation, Ms Furman
referenced her recent attendance at the
first meeting of the Intergovernmental
Science‐Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) in Bonn,
Germany. The group is still in the process of
developing a conceptual framework, but
will be more regionally linked than IPCC, will
include stronger dialogue with different
stakeholders, and will focus on capacity
building.
Ms Furman began by noting the importance
of ensuring science is relevant to policy
decisions. She further emphasized that
policy decisions are specifically needed to
address climate risks and to adapt to
climate change. Regarding biodiversity, Ms
Furman emphasized the need for a
systematic assessment to determine which
species are at greatest risk globally and to
be able to develop appropriate strategies in
response. In addition, she noted the need
to observe changes that concern habitats,
specifically, 1) to understand what the
patterns and rates of loss of microclimates
are likely to be, 2) to identify locations
where species might survive with some help,
and 3) to follow responses of species to
changes in moisture availability.
Ms Furman next focused on the need to
monitor linkages of climate change
adaptation to ecosystem services, noting
that a growing number of scientific papers
show the dependence of the two. She
further emphasized that ecosystem services
are defined by human dependence on and
benefits from ecosystems She further
noted ecosystem services are defined by
human
rather
than
ecological
characteristics, and that they are typically
governed as geographically defined units
with differing rules regarding the
development of spatial
inventories
Therefore, to integrate ecosystem services
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information into spatial planning systems ,
it will be necessary to share data between
sectors and to build mapping systems in a
more integrated way. She concluded by
emphasizing that ecosystem service maps
are important for cross‐scale coordination
and spatial planning, and that observations
are necessary to determine how climate
change affects the distribution of
ecosystem services, which ecosystem
services are most vulnerable, and how this
consequently relates to human needs in the
future.

FIGURE 12: Ecosystem services. (E. Furman)
Dr Balgis Osman‐Elasha next delivered a
presentation on observations for research
on climate change adaptation in Africa. The
presentation addressed observed climate
change in Africa, adaptation research
requirements, and major gaps and priorities
for adaptation research.
Regarding
observed climate changes, Ms Osman‐
Elasha noted floods and droughts are
becoming increasingly frequent and severe
and are associated with a variety of impacts.
Regarding research requirements, she
noted
adaptation
issues
are
multidimensional and interdisciplinary and
that as such, they have specific research
requirements. She then emphasized the
need for Africa‐specific research, sector‐
specific research, and policy‐relevant
research, as well as the need to build
capacity to understand and evaluate the
specific nature of risk, vulnerability and
adaptation in Africa. She then enumerated
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a number of Africa‐specific climate impact
concerns.
Regarding major research gaps and priority
areas, Ms Osman‐Elasha first noted both
regional observation gaps, particularly in
Central and North Africa, as well as gaps
related to the collection and archival of
social, economic and environmental data.
She further noted there is a need for
developing and testing new models of
complex systems that couple human and
environmental components and account for
multiple stresses, as well as for adapting,
calibrating and validating existing regional
climate models for application in more
regions. Regarding methods, she argued
that research is needed to compare
between the outputs from global and
regional climate models and to evaluate the
importance of spatial scale as a source of
uncertainty. She then discussed challenges
associated with integrating bottom‐up and
scenario‐driven approaches in climate
change research to enable better
exploration of adaptation options. Finally,
regarding communication and use of
knowledge, she argued there is a need to
identify and engage stakeholders in
research programmes, build partnerships,
and develop tailored products for resource
managers.
Ms Osman‐Elasha concluded by noting
needs for better integration of climate‐
related
information
into
sectoral
policymaking in African countries, link
disaster and climate research, better
implement pilot adaptation projects, and
make use of existing local and traditional
knowledge.
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FIGURE 13: Observed impacts. (B. Osman‐
Elasha)
Prof. Bruce Hewitson next delivered a
presentation on behalf of the World Climate
Research Programme (WCRP). He began by
describing the role of the WCRP, which
supports climate‐related decision making
and adaptation planning by coordinating
research required to improve climate
predictions and understanding of human
influence on climate. Noting the
interdisciplinary nature of climate science,
Mr Hewitson listed WCRP activities in
support of key deliverables and integrating
themes. He then noted the strategic aim of
WCRP to deliver data, analysis, and
forecasts that are sufficiently predictive,
accepted and understandable to support
decision‐making, including that related to
capital investment. To accomplish this, he
emphasized the need for more flexibility
and agility to respond to expanding user
needs, as well as the need to deliver
information at regional scale, for key
sectors of global economy, and for
adaptation,
mitigation
and
risk
management purposes. He then mentioned
the connection of the WCRP with GFCS, as
well as the historical success of the WCRP in
supporting
environmental
change
programmes
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Mr Hewitson next highlighted the efforts of
Future Earth2, a new 10‐year international
research initiative launched at Rio Plus 20
that aims to develop the knowledge
necessary to respond effectively to the risks
and opportunities of global environmental
change and to support transformation
towards global sustainability in the coming
decades,. According to the proposed
conceptual framework, Future Earth will
seek to answer fundamental questions
about how and why the global environment
is changing, what the implications are for
humans and other species, and what
choices can be made to reduce harmful
risks and vulnerabilities, enhance resilience,
and create prosperous futures. Mr
Hewitson concluded by providing updates
regarding a number of recent and planned
conferences, including the WCRP 4th
International Reanalysis Conference, the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5), and the International Conference
on Regional Climate. He also noted
Obs4MIPS, a pilot effort aligned with CMIP5
which aims to improve the connection
between data experts and scientists
involved in climate model evaluation.

FIGURE 14: Intercomparison models‐
observations (Obs4MIP). (B. Hewitson)
The ensuing discussion focused initially on
challenges associated with bridging the gap
from global scale information and models
such as those developed for the IPCC to
information useable for making adaptation
decisions. There was broad agreement that
2

http://www.icsu.org/futureearth
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other than providing a wider context, global
models are of minimal value for adaptation
decisions, and there was recognition that by
integrating information and focusing on
location‐ and sector‐based studies, it is
possible to develop tailored, useable
products for narrower audiences. Picking up
on this thread, Sybil Seitzinger suggested
doing more meta analysis of location‐based
studies to show commonalities and to help
understand the relationship between local
and global drivers for global scale changes.
One participant questioned how the need
for regionally focused data affects GCOS, a
globally focused organization. Mr Hewitson
noted the TGICA has struggled with similar
questions, and has sought to facilitate and
endorse regional activities, thus lending
them credibility. Another participant
suggested GCOS should provide information
to countries allowing them to complete
assessments feeding into global level
information.
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In response to another participant question,
Bruce Hewitson stated his belief that data
assessments provide value in supporting
research and modelling activities, and he
further suggested the need to use multiple
data sets and to describe their relative
strengths and weaknesses. Ms Seitzinger
suggested the same principle applies to
models.
The group then discussed the challenge of
developing international policy coherence
among international conventions, such as
the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD),
the Convention to Combat Desertification
(CCD), and the UNFCCC. There was
sentiment among the participants that
development of a common reporting
system would help ensure consistency
among the conventions, and there was also
recognition of the need for developing
integrated research to bring together the
various conventions.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
4‐1

Need to determine authoritativeness for new developments in high‐resolution
reanalysis data sets.

4‐2

Need to identify challenges for data users, i.e., temporal inhomogeneity;
spatial discontinuity; resolution disparity; uncertainty; absence of requisite
variables/ attributes; contradictions; and data availability and access.

4‐3

Develop relevant information and mutual understanding issues and concepts
to better respond to VIA.

4‐4

Improve knowledge of data information limits.

4‐5

Development of observation systems should be informed by priority needs.

4‐6

Liaise with IPCC TGICA to serve the need to overlay physical climate data
with socioeconomic information and to provide detailed, regional, high‐resolution
data and information.

4‐7

GCOS to establish firmer links with PROVIA and ACPC.

4‐8

Accurate spatial observations of coastal subsidence over time are needed for
coastal subsidence adaptation planning.

4‐9

To do spatial subsidence well, Differential InSAR (D‐InSAR) studies should be
completed in more of the world’s deltas. (In addition, other ground‐based
techniques could add value to these studies.)

4‐10

Repeated high‐resolution determination of elevation of most deltas is needed to
support studies of coastal subsidence, the routeing of storm surges or river floods,
and human changes to the land surface.

4‐11

To understand global ocean acidification conditions, it will be necessary to
identify spatial/ temporal patterns and assess generality of response, and measure
biological responses to physical/ chemical changes and quantify rate of change and
identify areas of vulnerability.

4‐12

Need for a systematic assessment to determine which species are at greatest
risk globally and to be able to develop appropriate strategies in response.

4‐13

Need to observe changes that concern habitats.

4‐14

Share ecosystem data between sectors and build mapping systems in a more
integrated way.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
4‐15

Address regional observation gaps, particularly in Central and North Africa, as
well as gaps related to the collection and archival of social, economic and
environmental data.

4‐16

Need for better integration of climate‐related information into sectoral
policymaking in African countries, link disaster and climate research, better
implement pilot adaptation projects, and make use of existing local and traditional
knowledge.

4‐17

Need to do more meta analysis of location‐based studies to show
commonalities and to help understand the relationship between local and global
drivers for global scale changes.

4‐18

Need to strengthen data assessments and to use multiple data sets and to
describe their relative strengths and weaknesses.

4‐19

Need to develop of a common reporting system would help ensure
consistency among the conventions, and there was also recognition of the need for
developing integrated research to bring together the various conventions.

4‐20

There is a need for balanced investment in remote sensing and socio‐
economic variables in determining adaptation strategies for land use and land cover.

4‐21

Enhancements to detect changes in deforestation and reforestation,
urbanization, and land abandonment are needed, as are higher resolution data to
detect the changing mosaic of landscapes.

4‐22

To understand the ecosystem response to ocean acidification, it will be
necessary to measure biological responses to physical/ chemical changes and
quantify rate of change and identify areas of vulnerability.

4‐23

To optimize ocean acidification modeling, it will be necessary to input spatially
and temporally resolved data for model conditions and evaluation.

4‐24

There is a need for more flexibility and agility to respond to expanding users
needs, as well as the need to deliver information at regional scale, for key sectors of
global economy, and for adaptation, mitigation and risk management purposes.
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Session 5: Needs for Climate Observations in Agriculture and Forestry to Address
Adaptation Planning
Session Leader: Dr Donald A. Wilhite, School
of Natural Resources at the University of
Nebraska‐Lincoln
Panelists: Dr Orivaldo Brunini, Instituto
Agronomico de Campinas‐IAC; Mr Wolfgang
Janssen, Deutscher Wetterdienst; Dr
Giovanni Rum, Group on Earth Observations
(GEO)
The purpose of Session 5 was both to
gather requirements for observations in
agriculture and forestry to address
adaptation planning and to develop
recommendations regarding future forestry
and agriculture adaptation planning
activities. The session consisted of a 30
minute overview presentation by the
session leader, short presentations by each
of the panel members, and a subsequent
group discussion.
Dr Wilhite delivered an overview
presentation on climate observation needs
for adaptation in forestry and agriculture.
He began by noting that while agriculture
has adapted to a variable climate, climatic
shifts and changes in variability outside the
‘normal’ range present new challenges. He
further noted that extremes are of key
importance in defining agro‐climatic zones,
and that temperature thresholds and
moisture stress are critical parameters in
defining these zones. He also noted that
different crops have different climate
sensitivities at different times in the year.
Mr Wilhite then suggested the need for
integrated assessments incorporating a
wide range of variables to support Early
Warning Systems (EWS), as well as the need
for timely delivery of information for
decision support.

Mr Wilhite next observed that a wide range
of observations are available in many
countries in support of agriculture and
forestry, but that observations are also
sparse in many others, particularly in
developing countries and marginal climatic
zones where changes are being detected.
He emphasized that projected long term
changes in climate will likely be beyond the
ability of agriculture to adapt given current
technologies, and that consequently, new
innovations, including increased monitoring
and a wider range of adaptive measures,
will be required.

FIGURE 15: Managing
variability. (D. Wilhite)

for

climate

Noting the complexity of the agriculture
sector, Mr Wilhite next described the
development of the US Drought Monitor
Early Warning System. Based on experience
with the U.S. Drought monitor, he described
the necessary components of monitoring
networks, including data retrieval systems ;
data quality control; data analysis;
interaction with end users/stakeholders;
and information delivery. He further
elaborated that key indicators include soil
moisture; stream flow; ground water;
reservoir and lake levels; snow pack; short,
medium, and long range forecasts;
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vegetation health/stress and fire danger;
sectoral impacts; and socio‐economic data.
In addition, Mr Wilhite noted the need to
understand strengths and weaknesses of
common drought indices and when to use
them.
Mr Wilhite concluded his presentation by
offering a number of summary points. First,
temperature and precipitation shifts will
have a critical affect on agriculture in both
summer and winter. In addition, shifts in
the number of high temperature stress days,
water availability and moisture stress,
access to irrigation, and shifting agro‐
climatic zones and soil characteristics will
be critical factors influencing agricultural
productivity. Finally, improved seasonal
forecast skill is critical for improved
agricultural management, reduction of
impacts, and adaptation to changes in
climate state and variability.
Dr Orivaldo Brunini next delivered a
presentation on adaptation and mitigation
in Brazil. He began by noting increasing
global climate variability has resulted in
extended droughts, significant delays of the
wet season, and high and low temperatures
in the crop growth season. He further
emphasized that agriculture is particularly
susceptible to climate change and variability,
and that subsistence sectors at low
latitudes are the most affected. He then
noted the need for Early Warning Systems,
hydrometeorological monitoring, and the
need to develop and grow new adapted
cultivars, and he described progress
towards implementing such systems in
Brazil.

FIGURE 16: Climate change scenarios for
sugar cane crop response before and after
temperature adaptation. (O. Brunini)
Mr Brunini concluded his presentation by
suggesting a number of requirements for
observation and monitoring in support of
agricultural climate adaptation. First, he
suggested a need to train personnel
involved in the collection and dissemination
of (agro)‐meteorological data and reports.
He also noted a need for the development
of regional and local services to serve a
variety of users and crops. In addition, he
noted a need for studies regarding climate‐
based epidemics, assessment of climate
change impact on coastal flora and fauna,
and assessment of potential mitigation
actions. He further suggested soil, crop, and
human‐related parameters should be
included in the management of climate risk
and natural disasters. Mr Brunini concluded
by calling for the creation of centres of
excellence for teaching, research, and agro‐
meteorological services, as well as for the
establishment of long‐term programmes for
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crop adaptation. He also noted that most
problems in agriculture are human induced.
Mr Wolfgang Janssen next delivered a
presentation on use of phenological
observations for agricultural planning. He
began by noting that with phenological
observations, it is possible to see direct
impact of weather on plants, as well as to
see how plants have reacted to weather in
the past. He then described phenological
networks in Germany, from which
information can be derived to support
agrometeorological
advice,
steer
agrometeorological models, and support a
pollen information service. The information
can also be used to respond to climate
change, to understand the adaptability of
plants, and to determine the risk of crop
damage. He concluded by emphasizing that
both meteorological and phenological
information are necessary for agricultural
planning. Mr Janssen also pointed out that
earlier start of phenological phases
observed also bears greater risks, such as
frost.

FIGURE 17: Change of phenological phase
for gooseberry leaf unfolding. (W. Janssen)
Dr Giovanni Rum next delivered a
presentation on climate observations in
agriculture and forestry. Mr Rum began by
noting that climate is a cross‐cutting
dimension of the Global Earth Observation
System of Systems (GEOSS). He explained
that users, the research community, and
data providers are working together
through GEO to address key adaptation
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issues in the areas of water, biodiversity,
food security, health, and others. He further
noted that GCOS is a key component of
GEOSS, that GCOS is fully integrated in the
GEO workplan, and that increased GCOS
coordination with GEO could yield
additional benefits. Mr Rum then brought
the GEOSS‐IPCC Workshop of February
2011 to the attention of participants. The
workshop focused on data needs of climate
impacts, adaptation and vulnerability, and it
resulted in a number of recommendations.

FIGURE 18: GEOSS. (G. Rum)
Mr Rum next described two forest
initiatives, the Global Forest Observations
Initiative (GFOI), and the GEO Global
Agricultural
Monitoring
Initiative
(GEOGLAM), and coordination with the
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
(CEOS). GFOI, which will report to the
UNFCCC, aims to foster the sustained
availability of observations in support of
national forest monitoring systems and to
support countries in the use of observations
in national forest monitoring systems
GEOGLAM aims to strengthen the
international community’s capacity to
produce and disseminate relevant, timely
and accurate forecasts of agricultural
production at national, regional and global
scales through the use of earth
observations. Mr Rum concluded by noting
that CEOS has established a Space Data
Coordination Group (SDCG), which has been
working since the beginning of 2012 to
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implement a strategy to respond to GFOI
requirements, and he expects that SDCG
will also be in charge of coordinating data
acquisition for GEOGLAM.
The ensuing discussion focused on a variety
of topics, including the value of surface
wind data; use of fire data; the balance
between respecting national choices
regarding data and tools and the need for
global standards; the development of
monitoring networks globally and in
developing countries; and finally, the ability
to provide useable information for
agricultural adaptation.
There was recognition that surface winds
can affect the impact of drought, and that
automated weather stations can effectively
provide surface wind data in addition to soil
moisture, air temperature, and humidity
data. In response to a participant question,
the panellists also noted respectively that
Brazil calculates a fire index weekly, that
fires are included in the GFOI, and that the
U.S. Forest Service also maintains a fire
index. There was then further discussion
regarding both the importance of reaching
vulnerable farmers, and the means by
which existing networks do so. The U.S.
Drought monitor, for example, is now
interactive
with
farmers
reporting
information, and in Brazil, agricultural
information is freely available on the
internet.
In response to the GFOI approach to respect
national choices regarding data and tools,
one participant remarked on potential
tension with the need to ensure availability
of standardized measurements. Mr Rum
noted that few developing countries are
currently developing forest monitoring
capabilities, and that where they are, they
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are using differing techniques. Mr Rum
stated that the GEO approach is not
prescriptive, but
it
does
require
interoperability, and he recognized the
need to certify methodologies up front.
There was further discussion regarding the
possibility of replicating monitoring
networks such as the U.S. Drought Monitor
in other countries and globally. Mr Wilhite
offered that information on network
development should be generally available,
and that ideally countries seeking to
develop such networks should work with
established programmes. He noted, for
example, that the U.S. had worked with
Brazil to establish their monitoring network.
Regarding the possibility of creating a global
agricultural monitoring network, challenges
associated with data scarcity, integration of
different indices, and differing standards for
hydrological,
agricultural,
and
meteorological drought were all noted. In
addition, it was noted that regional rather
than global data would be of greater use for
adaptation needs.
In response to a participant question, Mr
Rum described in more detail GEO efforts to
develop forest monitoring in Africa. He
mentioned forest carbon tracking in
Cameroon, Congo, and Tanzania, assistance
with capacity development through GFOI,
and efforts through AfriGEOSS, which deals
with different regional centres and
addresses all application areas.
Finally, although there was not consensus
among participants on the usefulness of
currently available information, there was
recognition of the need for further
development of applicable tools in every
country.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
5‐1

Need for integrated assessments incorporating a wide range of variables to
support Early Warning Systems (EWS), as well as the need for timely delivery of
information for decision support.

5‐2

Need to understand strengths and weaknesses of common drought indices
and when to use them.

5‐3

Improved seasonal forecast skill is critical for improved agricultural
management, reduction of impacts, and adaptation to changes in climate state and
variability.

5‐4

Need to develop and grow new adapted cultivars.

5‐5

Need to train personnel involved in the collection and dissemination of (agro)‐
meteorological data and reports.

5‐6

Need for the development of regional and local services to serve a variety of
users and crops.

5‐7

Need for studies regarding climate‐based epidemics, assessment of climate
change impact on coastal flora and fauna, and assessment of potential mitigation
actions.

5‐8

Soil, crop, and human‐related parameters should be included in the
management of climate risk and natural disasters.

5‐9

Creation of centres of excellence for teaching, research, and agro‐
meteorological services, as well as for the establishment of long‐term programmes
for crop adaptation.

5‐10

Need for both meteorological and phenological information for agricultural planning.

5‐11

Need for further development of applicable tools at regional rather than global scale.
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Session 6: Needs for Climate Observations in Water Resources Management
Session Leader: Dr Eugene Stakhiv
Panelists: Dr James Dent, United Kingdom;
Dr Rodrigo Maia, Portugal; Mr Fernando
Miralles‐Willem, IADB
The purpose of Session 6 was both to
gather
requirements
for
climate
observations
in
water
resources
management to address adaptation
planning and to develop recommendations
regarding
future
water
resources
management adaptation planning activities.
The session consisted of a 30 minute
overview presentation by the session
leader, short presentations by each of the
panel members, and a subsequent group
discussion.
Dr Eugene Stakhiv introduced the Session 6
panel members and delivered an overview
presentation on climate observation needs
in water resources management. He began
by providing a number of general thoughts.
First, he noted that the area of greatest
need is data collection in the developing
world, where data are currently both sparse
and of dubious quality. Second, where data
are available and of reasonable quality,
access is impeded in many nations, either as
a result of national policies or because of
inability to take advantage of new
technologies for information sharing. Third,
satellite data have generally failed to live up
to expectations in regard to water
management applications, with the possible
exceptions of applications related to major
storage reservoirs and major rivers.

FIGURE 19: Integrated water resources
management. (E. Stakhiv)
To make improvements, Mr Stakhiv
suggested focusing on improving and
maintaining rainfall networks in selected
smaller, but higher quality river networks in
priority trans‐boundary “hotspots.” These
improvements would be geared towards
improved modelling of the hydrological
cycle. He also suggested focusing on
improvement of flood and drought disaster
damage monitoring systems in developing
nations. Finally, Mr Stakhiv noted an
exploding amount of information poses a
significant burden for water managers, and
that it is unclear who is responsible for
synthesizing, validating, and peer reviewing
data, models, and analytical processes. He
emphasized that water managers do not
know whether they can trust available data,
that information is not generally presented
in a useful manner, and that water
managers do not have the capacity to filter
the large amounts of available information.
Mr Stakhiv next noted the development of
numerous recent reports on climate and
water management, and suggested that
consolidation of recommendations from
these reports would serve as a valuable
starting point in determining next steps in
addressing needs for water management
adaptation services. He also noted the
proliferation of a large number of
international organizations that for water
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managers and hydrologists are confusing
and appear to overlap. He emphasized that
the need is not for new systems, but rather
for the provision of useful information. Mr
Stakhiv then enumerated desired elements
of climate services. These included peer‐
reviewed products; replicability of results;
standardization of methods and models;
synthesis of results; development of ‘Best
Management Practices’; and consolidation
of a proliferation of diverse and overlapping
programmes
Mr Stakhiv next discussed the waste of
resources resulting from erroneous
forecasts, citing, for example, inaccurate
hurricane forecasts in the 2005 season. As
another example, he cited the fact that
models for water levels in the Great Lakes
had been off by 300‐400 percent, and were
of no value to water managers. He further
emphasized that water managers should
not be responsible for reviewing outputs
from multiple global climate models.
Mr Stakhiv then discussed the limits of
satellite
precipitation
products
in
supporting water management decisions,
noting that in their present state, they are
useful for only a limited set of decision‐
making applications. First, he suggested
that different subsets of management
decisions will require data with varying
levels of accuracy and precision in order to
inform decisions. Second, while current
satellite estimates of precipitation may be
helpful for certain applications such as
monitoring spatial coverage of rainfall to
forecast crop production, satellite estimates
have not proven reliable enough to drive
early flood warning and alert systems Third,
to make rainfall estimates useful for
management applications, different types
of transformation and modelling may be
necessary for different purposes. Fourth,
for
other
applications,
complex
transformations and modelling are essential
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to make rainfall estimates useful to support
decisions such as reservoir operations and
flood warning. Mr Stakhiv cautioned,
though, that these transformations often
add several sources of error onto the
original estimates, increasing uncertainty
and diminishing utility. Finally, Mr Stakhiv
noted that snowpack depth and water
equivalent
are
very
important
measurements for hydrologists in many
countries.
Regarding utility of climate models, Mr
Stakhiv reported that for the purposes of
flood warning and alert systems, damaging
storms for agriculture, and landslides and
hazard zones, performance is poor. He
allowed that for famine early warning
systems and reservoir management,
however, performance of models should be
seen as fair. He also noted that model
performance relative to urban and highway
flooding has not yet reached the stage of
development to support decision‐making.
Mr Stakhiv then suggested a series of
recommendations to improve satellite‐
based precipitation estimates (see slide).
Mr Stakhiv concluded by acknowledging the
development of and need for GFCS, and he
urged speedy implementation of climate
user services. He further suggested that
global data would best be made available to
users through national hydrological and
meteorological services.
Dr James Dent next delivered a
presentation on the needs for climate
observations
in
water
resources
management. Mr Dent noted that few of
the data sources available are actually used
by water management agencies. He further
stated that often, neither the weather nor
the hydrological service providers have the
capacity to supply the full range of
monitoring and processing needed.
Furthermore, priorities are often decided by
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economic constraints and principal foci of
users, e.g. flooding or water resource
management.

FIGURE 20: Water management purpose
and data type. (J. Dent)
Mr Dent then proposed a number of
recommendations regarding requirements
for climate observations and forecasts
related to water resource management
adaptation. These included, 1) provision of
Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting (QPF)
to replace qualitative statements on rainfall
to ranges of values, e.g. 30‐50mm and
probability of occurrence, 2) seasonal and
long‐range
forecasting
for
water
management undertakings and agriculture,
including probabilistic forecasts of rainfall
and temperature relative to climatology, 3)
rainfall depth‐duration‐frequency datasets,
including tabulation or graphical data
obtained produced by probability analysis
of rainfall records to be used for drainage
design or flood estimation, and 4)
Evapotranspiration‐Soil Moisture Deficit,
which would require a suitable network of
climate stations. Mr Dent concluded by
noting the provision of the above depends
on close cooperation between weather
service providers and the water sector.
Furthermore, services need to be
established and maintained, and they need
to evolve to meet changing needs.
Dr Rodrigo Maia, Universidade do Porto in
Portugal, next delivered a presentation on
identification of observational requirements
to support climate services and their use in
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monitoring and addressing adaptation
needs. Mr Maia began by noting that
monitoring of climate variables associated
with the availability and quality of fresh
water involves both systematic observation
of the basic atmospheric variables and
systematic monitoring of hydrological
variables that characterize the storage and
movement of water. He then discussed
climate service gaps and needs in Europe,
recognizing the need for climate monitoring
at the national level, as well as the need for
greater coordination and data sharing
among
institutions
responsible
for
observation services both at national and at
regional levels.
Mr Maia next noted that the goals of water
resource
management
include
the
definition of supply and demand chain
elements and the determination of
implications for infrastructure and for
resource availability. Relevant climate
variables
may
include
water
storage/discharge;
land
use;
crop
distribution (estimation); risk maps; tree
ring data; and runoff reconstructions. Dr
Maia then noted that climate projections
need to be adjusted locally, taking into
account historical climate observations, and
that bias correction and spatial downscaling
require good space‐time observation
coverage.
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FIGURE 21: Climate change projections need to be adjusted locally with historical climate
observations. (R. Maia)

Mr Maia then offered several conclusions.
First, he suggested that efforts should be
focused on the systematic observation of
basic atmospheric variables such as
precipitation, temperature, and wind. He
acknowledged at the same time that
monitoring of hydrological variables is
important for model validation and should
not be disregarded. He further suggested
that
coordination
among
different
institutions is needed at all levels, including
within each country. He next noted the
continuous monitoring and collection of
good quality data will help and consolidate
research and consequent adaptation
processes, and that other types of data
should be considered for characterizing
climate variability in the long term.
Finally, regarding research, Mr Maia noted
the need for credible and reliable methods
to develop information useful for decision‐

making. To achieve that end, he suggested
the need to directly involve key
stakeholders in research and studies
processes, to ensure that the methods used
and the information presented are
understandable and accepted as reliable by
decision makers, and to develop research
focused on appropriate temporal and
spatial scales. He also noted the need to
better support research with data collection.
On behalf of Fernando Miralles‐Willem of
the Inter‐American Development Bank
(IADB), Dr Maia next delivered a
presentation on research to support longer‐
term adaptation analysis. Mr Miralles‐
Willem’s presentation indicated that many,
if not most adaptation practices are
understood but are not systematically
implemented in practice. He cited as
examples
improvements
in
water
management for droughts and the move
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away from construction in floodplains. He
further noted, though, that research into
adaptation has been lacking, likely in part
because of a perception that such practical
applications are not considered publishable
research.
Mr Miralles‐Willem’s presentation then
described three major deficiencies. First, he
cited the inability to translate climate
information into useable information to
inform adaptation actions. Second, he
noted a lack of user‐centric and user
friendly decision‐support tools that
translate uncertainty in climate information
and data into risk assessment quantities.
Finally, he noted the need for
geographically distributed test beds dealing
with different adaptation issues from which
to glean and more broadly apply
understanding regarding adaptation issues.
Mr
Miralles‐Willem’s
presentation
concluded by noting that rainfall forecasting
continues to be a major challenge.
To conclude the session, Mr Dent next
summarized proposed actions for GCOS to
consider
in
developing
the
next
Implementation Plan to be published in
2016. Regarding observation networks, he
began by noting the needs of water sector
are not necessarily the same as for
meteorology and climatology. First, he
noted the water sector may use similar data
items, but not in the same context. Rainfall
data, for example, must be better
quantified as it is a component for
evapotranspiration (ET) calculations. He
also noted that essential data must be
available sub‐daily and daily for analysis and
aggregation out to years. For example, he
referenced the need to monitor water level
and river flow in real time as well as the
decreasing ability to do so. He further noted
the need to interface with hydrological and
hydrogeological measurements such as
water level, river flow, and groundwater
levels.
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Mr Dent then emphasized that in situ
measurements are still essential to provide
ground truth for remote sensing. These
measurements can be used to put satellite
imagery in quantitative and spatial context;
for radar calibration and confirmation; and
to provide judgment on implications of
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
products such as catchment wetness, and
river state. Overall, he noted a need for
methods and processes to make satellite
data useful; that Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) data hasn’t worked as well as
envisaged for both technical and
management reasons; and that NWP
information is not directly transferrable to
the water sector, but rather needs to be
linked to catchment wetness and river state.
Regarding analytical requirements, Mr Dent
noted the need to synthesize data and
information; to collate and correlate
overlapping data sets; to develop product‐
based services to support operations; and
to develop standards for data handling.
Mr Dent then concluded his summary
presentation by providing some general
recommendations for the next GCOS
Implementation Plan. First, Mr Dent noted
the need to incorporate lessons learned
over the last 30‐50 years and to build a
valuable resource for the future. Second, he
suggested focusing resources on a few
critical areas such as central Asia, Southeast
Asia, the Western Pacific, and sub‐Saharan
Africa. In that regard, he further suggested
the need to ensure that technical training is
matched by the appropriate structures, to
develop understanding within National
Meteorological Services with regard to
outreach and interaction, and to match
efforts in developing and supporting
National Hydrological Services. Finally, he
suggested rebalancing the distribution of
investments between satellite and ground‐
based systems more towards the latter,
noting, for example, the value of
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investments in Automated Weather
Stations (AWS) in Brazil.
In the ensuing discussion, several
participants concurred with the assessment
of the panellists that much work needs to
be done to develop useful, effective
products to inform decision‐making not
only in the water sector, but in other
sectors as well. There was also recognition
of the need, particularly in the GFCS context,
to develop such products in consultation
with users. On a related note, one
participant offered that GCOS has a
responsibility to communicate the value of
climate information, but could also focus on
communicating the limits of climate
information.
On the issue of data availability, several
participants concurred with the panellists
regarding the importance of in situ
measurements to provide ground truth, and
one participant noted that data‐providing
programmes around the world are being
shut down without appreciation for the fact
they may be needed in the future. Another
participant suggested GDP and flood loss
data are the most relevant for policy
decisions, that these data are needed at
aggregated level, and that they should be
overlaid with climate statistics. Mr Stakhiv
noted that for hydropower, socioeconomic
variables are in fact generally a more
important constraint than climate variables
in informing decision‐making. Other
participants noted that from an ecosystem
services and decision‐making perspective,
information on upstream and downstream
impacts is critical. Regarding support
specifically from development banks, Mr
Stakhiv noted formation of the Alliance for
Global Water Adaptation, an effort led by
the World Bank and Conservation
International to develop a standard set of
approaches for development banks to deal
with climate change.
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There was also discussion regarding the
importance
of
understanding
and
forecasting climate extremes and variability.
Mr Dent noted the need for models to
forecast changes in the frequency and
magnitude of climate extremes. In that
regard, Mr Stakhiv noted that from a
decision‐making
perspective,
water
resource managers must determine
whether to design systems to minimize the
affects of disasters and extreme events, or
to minimize expected annual damages and
discount extreme events because they are
so rare.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
6‐1

Develop useful, effective products to inform decision‐making not only in the
water sector, but in other sectors as well.

6‐2

Develop such products in consultation with users.

6‐3

Focusing on improving and maintaining rainfall networks in selected smaller,
but higher quality river networks in priority trans‐boundary “hotspots.”

6‐4

Focusing on improvement of flood and drought disaster damage monitoring
systems in developing nations.

6‐5

Consolidate recommendations of recent reports on climate and water
management.

6‐6

Snowpack depth and water equivalent would be most important measurement
for hydrologist.

6‐7

For other applications, complex transformations and modelling are essential
to make rainfall estimates useful to support decisions such as reservoir operations
and flood warning.

6‐8

Provide Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting (QPF) to replace qualitative
statements on rainfall to ranges of values, e.g. 30‐50mm and probability of
occurrence.

6‐9

Provide seasonal and long‐range forecasting for water management
undertakings and agriculture, including probabilistic forecasts of rainfall and
temperature relative to climatology.

6‐10

Provide rainfall depth‐duration‐frequency datasets, including tabulation or
graphical data obtained produced by probability analysis of rainfall records to be
used for drainage design or flood estimation.

6‐11

Provide Evapotranspiration‐Soil Moisture Deficit, which would require a
suitable network of climate stations.

6‐12

Need for greater coordination and data sharing among institutions responsible
for observation services both at national and at regional levels.

6‐13

Climate projections need to be adjusted locally, taking into account historical
climate observations, and that bias correction and spatial downscaling require good
space‐time observation coverage.

6‐14

Focus efforts on the systematic observation of basic atmospheric variables
such as precipitation, temperature, and wind.

6‐15

Need for credible and reliable methods to develop information useful for
decision‐making.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
6‐16

Directly involve key stakeholders in research and studies processes, to
ensure that the methods used and the information presented are understandable
and accepted as reliable by decision makers, and to develop research focused on
appropriate temporal and spatial scales.

6‐17

Translate climate information into useable information to inform adaptation
actions.

6‐18

Develop user‐centric and user friendly decision‐support tools that translate
uncertainty in climate information and data into risk assessment quantities.

6‐19

Need for geographically distributed test beds dealing with different adaptation
Issues.

6‐20

Improvement of rainfall forecast. Rainfall data, for example, must be better
quantified as it is a component for evapotranspiration (ET) calculations.

6‐21

Essential data must be available sub‐daily and daily for analysis and
aggregation out to years.

6‐22

Need to monitor water level and river flow in real time.

6‐23

Need to interface with hydrological and hydrogeological measurements such
as water level, river flow, and groundwater levels.

6‐24

Need for methods and processes to make satellite data useful for this sector.

6‐25

Need to incorporate lessons learned from the past in the next GCOS
Implementation Plan, and focus resources on a few critical areas such as central Asia,
Southeast Asia, the Western Pacific, and sub‐Saharan Africa

6‐26

GDP and flood loss data are needed at aggregated level, and should be
overlaid with climate statistics.

6‐27

Need for models to forecast changes in the frequency and magnitude of
climate extremes.
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Session 7: Needs for Climate Observations in the Health Sector
Session Leader: Dr Madeleine Thomson
Panellists: Dr Madeleine Thomson, IRI; Dr
Joy Guillemot, WHO and GFCS; Dr Lucien
Manga, WHO Africa
The purpose of Session 7 was both to
gather
requirements
for
climate
observations in the health sector to address
adaptation planning and to develop
recommendations regarding future health
sector adaptation activities. The session
consisted of a 30 minute overview
presentation by the session leader, short
presentations by each of the panel
members, and a subsequent group
discussion. The panellist presentations
focused on World Health Organisation
(WHO) support for health adaptation in
Africa and coordination with GFCS to deliver
health related climate services.
Dr Madeleine Thomson, International
Research Institute for Climate and Society
at Columbia University in New York, began
by presenting the panellists and providing a
brief overview of the Mailman Center for
Public Health, which is a World Health
Organization (WHO) Collaborating Center
for Bioethics. Ms Thomson then delivered
an overview presentation on observation
requirements for adaptation planning in the
health sector. She began by emphasizing
the breadth and complexity of the health
sector as well as the vast amounts of
information available relative to climate
and health. She noted that public health is
the outcome of activities in many other
sectors, and that public health adaptation
activities thus also require collaborative
approaches with other sectors. She then
described a number of climate information
applications in the health sector, including
improved understanding of climate impacts
on disease transmission; mapping of
populations at risk; estimation of

seasonality of
prediction of
incidence of
prediction of
analysis
of
interventions.

disease; monitoring and
year‐to‐year variations in
disease; monitoring and
longer term trends; and
the
effectiveness
of

FIGURE 22a: Even when it is raining data,
there is an information drought. (M.
Thomson)
Ms Thomson next suggested there would
be limited utility in establishing new efforts
to define additional requirements for
climate observations to support health
sector adaptation. Rather, she argued,
requirements are being adequately
addressed within the GEO task to identify
critical Earth observation priorities for
Societal Benefit Areas. Ms Thomson
emphasized that to date, the availability of
large amounts of data has not generally
translated into useable information, and
that investments in enhancements to
observing systems would therefore not
yield significant return on investment in the
health sector. Ms Thomson concluded that
rather than focus efforts toward the
provision of additional data, the
international community would be better
served by focusing efforts toward
developing climate information to be
integrated into policy‐making, practice, and
climate services. Ms Thomson referenced
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the fact that these recommendations echo
those included in the IRI Gap Analysis for
the Implementation of the Global Climate
Observing System in Africa, which was
completed in 2006 as a contribution to a
GCOS workshop.
Ms Thomson next described outcomes from
the Climate in Africa Ten Years On
Workshop, which took place in April of 2011.
She noted the difficulty of inferring local
impacts based on large‐scale data and the
lack of structures to deliver quality
information, and she emphasized that much
public policy is being framed and discussed
with poor information. Ms Thomson then
further
discussed
the
Meningitis
Environmental
Risk
Information
Technologies
(MERIT),
which
has
successfully used sand and dust storm
advisories of the WMO Sand and Dust
Storm Warning and Assessment System to
support vaccination strategies. Lessons
learned from that experience include that
data is sparse in terms of space, time, and
variables, and that it is necessary to take
advantage of multiple sources of
information, including ground and remote
sensing observations and models. In
addition,
improved
data
rescue,
management, analysis, and integration
would improve information availability,
access and use. To further illustrate her
point, Ms Thomson then described efforts
of the Enhancing National Climate Time
Series (ENACTS) initiative, which aims to
support decision‐makers in climate‐
sensitive sectors by filling spatial and
temporal gaps in existing climate
observations and providing an array of
derived products over the internet.

FIGURE 22b: Turning data into information
and services; example of Ali‐Addeh
Refugee camp. (M Thomson)
To conclude her remarks, Ms Thomson
noted a need for improved spatial and
temporal resolution of observations to
support climate adaptation, but not for
observation of additional variables. She also
reiterated her suggestion that the
development of requirements is being
adequately addressed through GEO.
Regarding research, Ms Thomson suggested
focusing on the development of blended
products such as those used by ENACTS
rather than on modelling. Finally, regarding
guidance for GCOS, she suggested
continuing to focus on data quality and
standardization while also promoting a
user‐focused approach to the development
of integrated products.
Dr Lucien
Manga, World Health
Organization (WHO), next delivered a
presentation on the WHO’s work in support
of African countries. He began by noting the
WHO has developed a comprehensive
policy framework and action plan for public
health adaptation to climate change in
Africa. He added that the WHO has initiated
a process to support countries in preparing
National Action Plans (NAP) as a component
of the UNFCCC Cancun Adaptation
Framework, and that the WHO is leading
efforts
to
develop
international
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collaboration to support adaptation to
climate change in African countries.
Regarding the policy framework, Mr Manga
further elaborated that the aims are to
provide a scientific, evidence‐based, and
coordinated response to climate change
adaptation needs of African countries; to
establish a common platform to allow
comparability and to assess progress made
in the enhancement of country resilience;
and to provide a basis for standardized
resource requirement estimates at the
national level.
Mr Manga next suggested that use of early
epidemic prediction using climate data,
rather than reliance on epidemic detection
alone, could result in significantly more
effective interventions to prevent or reduce
the impact of epidemics. To achieve this
goal, Mr Manga noted the need to switch
from a case management to a risk
management approach. A risk management
approach requires accurate forecasts of
climate sensitive disease outbreaks, which
in turn rely on climate observations and
disease epidemiology modelling. Mr Manga
further offered that critical ECVs include
rainfall, temperature, number of rainy days,
humidity, and wind, and he recognized that
understanding disease‐specific variations
remains a challenge. Finally, Mr Manga
noted the need to either map user
communities and develop tailored services
to serve their needs, or to make tools,
services, and products flexible such that
users can have access to useable
information.

FIGURE 23: Epidemic prevention using
climate data. (L. Manga)
In response to a follow‐up question, Mr
Manga noted that dynamics related to
Malaria, for example, may be different a
mere three kilometres away, and that
observations are needed on a daily or sub‐
daily basis. He also noted that existing
observing systems are not adequate to
understand emerging diseases, but that
international partners have been supportive
in the development of such observing
systems
Dr Joy Guillemot next delivered a
presentation on climate observations for
health adaptation. Ms Guillemot began by
posing three basic questions related to the
health sector, including, 1) if, and how,
climate variability and change affects and
may drive up our health risks of concern, 2)
whether our health services and systems
are prepared, appropriate, and adequate to
save lives and avoid illness, and 3) whether
facilities and health services are going to be
safe and resilient to shocks. To answer
these questions, Ms Guillemot noted the
need for products and scenarios tailored to
local contexts and jointly developed with
other sectors, recognizing that major
impacts tend to be linked across sectors and
thus require multi‐sectoral adaptation.
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Ms Guillemot then emphasized GFCS will
play a critical role in establishing a process
by which useful information is delivered to
users. Ms Guillemot further noted that
GFCS represents a vehicle and an
opportunity for the health sector to share
experience and lessons learned and to
address the challenges the health sector
community of practice has experienced
over the last fifteen years. Ms Guillemot
concurred with Dr Lúcio, Director of GFCS,
that climate data gaps, incorporating socio‐
economic data, and rules and limits around
data exchange represent significant
challenges for GFCS. She countered,
however, that the health sector must also
learn to use climate services outside the
research domain. She emphasized that the
health sector is prepared to work with GFCS
and is proposing under the leadership of
the WHO to focus on four areas, including
communications partnerships, research,
capacity development, and mainstreaming
of climate data into operations.
Ms Guillemot concluded by suggesting
several keys to success, including a strong
focus on the public health problem and
outcome maintained; political and financial
commitment
from
health
and
meteorological agencies; interdisciplinary
collaboration across health, water, disaster
and risk reduction, and agriculture sectors;
strong institutional frameworks to guide
and define clear aims and roles; the
intention to build trust and dialogue, and a
plan to find and work out differences; and
catalyzing enabling factors and incentives
needed to make the partnership work.

FIGURE 24: Will our health services and
systems be prepared, appropriate, and
adequate to save lives and avoid illness?
(J. Guillemot)
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The ensuing discussion was opened by
Adrian Simmons, Chairman of the GCOS
Steering Committee, who expressed his
concern regarding support for investment in
observations. Citing the example of
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP),
which evolved over decades, Dr Simmons
argued for the need to take a longer view of
climate and to have vision regarding
potential future uses of observations that
cannot be exploited fully today. Ms
Thomson responded by suggesting that by
focusing on working cooperatively with the
user community to deliver information of
fundamental
relevance
today,
the
meteorological
services
have
an
opportunity to turn the user community
into a powerful advocate for investments in
observing systems in the future.
In response to a participant question
related to the ENACTS long‐term strategy,
Ms Thomson noted that ENACTS developed
as a result of user community needs and is
still in a demonstration phase. IRI will
continue to cooperate with other
organizations to further develop ENACTS,
but financing by meteorological services is
of fundamental importance since ENACTS
products add value to NMS and WMO
services.
In response to another participant question
on the impact of climate forecasts on public
health, Ms Thomson noted that climate
forecasting is just one element that
provides context for other less well
understood factors such as population
movement. She argued for the need to
strengthen
health
community
understanding of climate, and for the need
to improve understanding of climate
relationships with specific health outcomes.
In response to a participant question on
whether GCOS should promote special
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attention to gradient zones, Ms Thomson
noted that gradients are the only place
climate has an impact on transmission of
infectious diseases, since climate only acts
as a constraint at the margins of
transmission. She added, though, that
information timescales are a more
important issue since health decisions tend
to be short‐term rather than at scales of 10
or more years.
Finally, a participant suggested the need for
integrated information across sectors such
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as food and water within GCOS, and there
was also discussion of the relationship
between the health sector and disaster
management. Ms Thomson noted that the
health community is very large and that the
role of evidence is appreciated differently in
different sectors. She also emphasized the
need to build information systems from
within countries, rather than to impose
from the outside.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
7‐1

Focus toward developing climate information to be integrated into policy‐
making, practice, and climate services and not so much on the provision of additional
data.

7‐2

Need for improved spatial and temporal resolution of observations to support
climate adaptation, lack of variables should be considered a lesser issue.

7‐3

Improved data rescue, management, analysis, and integration would improve
information availability, access and use.

7‐4

Coordinate the development of new requirements with the GEO SBA Health.

7‐5

Focus on the development of blended products such as those used by
ENACTS rather than on modelling.

7‐6

Focus on data quality and standardization while also promoting a user‐
focused approach to the development of integrated products which take advantage
of multiple sources of information.

7‐7

Use of early epidemic prediction using climate data could result in significantly
more effective interventions to prevent or reduce the impact of epidemics. To
achieve this goal, we need to switch from a case management to a risk management
approach which requires accurate forecasts of climate sensitive disease outbreaks,
which in turn rely on climate observations and disease epidemiology modelling.

7‐8

Take into account that dynamics for Malaria takes place on a small local scale
and that observations are needed on a daily or sub‐daily basis.

7‐9

Need to contribute to the GFCS as climate data gaps, incorporating socio‐
economic data, and rules and limits around data exchange represent significant
challenges.

7‐10

Work cooperatively with the user community to deliver information of
fundamental relevance, so meteorological services will have an opportunity to turn
the user community into a powerful advocate for investments in observing systems.

7‐11

Need to strengthen health community understanding of climate, and for the
need to improve understanding of climate relationships with specific health
outcomes.

7‐12

Need for integrated information across sectors such as food and water , and
the health sector and disaster management.

7‐13

Need to build information systems from within countries, rather than to impose
from the outside.
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Session 8: Needs for Climate Observations for Coastal Zone Management
Session Leader: Prof. Robert Nicholls
Panlists: Prof. Chris Gordon; Ghana, Dr
Isabelle Niang; Senegal, Dr Mark Bourassa,
USA
The purpose of Session 8 was both to
gather requirements for coastal zone
management and climate adaptation and to
develop recommendations regarding future
coastal zone management activities. The
session consisted of a 30 minute overview
presentation by the session leader, short
presentations by each of the panel
members, and a subsequent group
discussion. The panellist presentations
focused on coastal wetlands, land‐use and
land‐cover change (LULCC), and near‐shore
sea surface temperatures, coastal erosion,
and risk mitigation.
Dr Robert Nicholls began his overview
presentation by noting that population and
economic density in the coastal zone is
greater than other areas of the earth’s
surface. Dr Nichols referenced impacts cited
in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4),
including that about 120 million people are
exposed to tropical cyclone hazards
annually and that 250,000 people were
killed by tropical cyclones from 1980 to
2000. He added that hurricane Katrina
demonstrates the importance of climate
extremes and linked issues, noting that
defences were poorly engineered and not
designed for resilience. Mr Nicholls then
referenced two additional findings of the
AR4, including, 1) that global rise of sea
level has contributed to increased coastal
inundation, erosion and ecosystem losses,
but with considerable local and regional
variation due to other factors, and 2) that
the AR4 found that late 20th Century
effects of rising air and sea surface
temperature include loss of sea ice, thawing
of permafrost and associated coastal

retreat (at high latitudes), and more
frequent coral bleaching and mortality (at
low latitudes). Mr Nicholls then noted
recent coral bleaching events and described
upward trends in sea surface temperature.
He emphasized that temperature affects
are where climate impacts can be seen with
more confidence.

FIGURE 25a: Flooding and storm damage in
New Orleans 2005. (R. Nicholls)
Mr Nicholls next described the AR4
conception of the coastal system, which is
shaped by terrestrial and marine influences
as well as human and natural sub‐systems.
He noted that sea level is the primary driver
influencing coastal systems because it
affects the elevation at which all coastal
interactions take place. Mr Nicholls then
summarized trends in sea level rise and sea
level rise impacts. He emphasized that
adaptation steps are needed since even
with mitigation, the rate of sea level rise
will continue over centuries. He also noted,
though, that since global and local impacts
are varied, information needed to inform
adaptation decisions will depend on the
problems to be addressed. Mr Nicholls next
discussed adaptation in more detail, noting
that a wide range of adaptation options are
available. He also noted that forecast and
warning systems are useful for informing
short, medium, and long‐term decision‐
making and that with appropriate
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adaptation steps, long‐term impacts and
vulnerability can be reduced.

FIGURE 25b: The coastal system – AR4
conception. (R. Nicholls)
Mr Nicholls concluded his presentation by
describing observation needs for coastal
zone adaptation, recognizing that while
climate is a fundamental element of coastal
zone management, it is by no means the
only driver. He emphasized the need to
develop
observational
needs
in
coordination with experienced coastal
impact and adaptation experts. Mr Nicholls
then recommended sustaining historic
observations
and
supporting
data
archaeology initiatives; collecting future
climate observations across the spectrum of
sea level (mean and extreme), including
wave, storm characteristic, sea surface
temperature, run‐off, carbon dioxide and
ocean acidity measurements; and linking to
non‐climate observations as appropriate,
including subsidence, coastal morphology
(erosion), and coastal defense assets
observations. Mr Nicholls further suggested
that information must be delivered within a
systems framework to support coastal zone
management at short, medium and long
timescales. Finally, in response to the
overarching workshop questions, Mr
Nicholls noted the current observing system
is not adequate; that requirements need to
be developed in consultation with users;
and that a dedicated workshop on coastal
observation bringing together climatologists
and impact/ adaptation experts would be
an appropriate next step.
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Dr Chris Gordon, University of Ghana, next
delivered a presentation on the loss of
coastal wetlands, land‐use and land‐cover
change (LULCC), and near‐shore sea surface
temperatures. He began by emphasizing
that coastal zones are heavily populated,
productive ecosystems with significant
biological activity. He further noted that
poverty is a primary vulnerability in coastal
zones, where livelihoods depend on the
coastal
ecosystems,
particularly
in
developing countries.
Mr Gordon next discussed the example of
mangrove clear‐cutting in Ghana, noting
that although they are difficult to access,
mangroves can reduce the impacts of
tsunamis. He observed that these coastal
systems are dynamic, and that adaptation
efforts will thus have to be also. He also
urged that in developing adaptation efforts,
communication with local populations must
rely on language and imagery that can be
readily understood. In terms of data needs,
Mr Gordon emphasized the need for
satellite‐based Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) data to support understanding of
elevations. He noted that the data is not
readily available, and is difficult to interpret.

FIGURE 26: Loss of coastal wetlands. Clear
cutting Mangrove, Ghana. (C. Gordon)
Regarding land‐based activities, Mr Gordon
then cited the example of dust over the
Atlantic Ocean in January, 2013. He noted
the need to be flexible and holistic in
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response to land use adaptation issues, as
well as the need to integrate Global Ocean
Observing System (GOOS) and coastal
LULCC management. Regarding near‐shore
sea surface temperatures, Mr Gordon cited
the example of coastal upwelling, which can
have major impacts on small pelagic fish
catch. He noted the need for improved data
and better understanding of processes to
support predictions that could be of
significant benefit for fisherman.
Mr Gordon concluded by noting the need
for improved accuracy and downscaling,
and he then discussed the role of GCOS
internationally. He suggested GCOS can act
as a broker between the scientific
community and policy‐makers, and that
GCOS
can
also
facilitate
direct
communication with users. He finally noted
Programme of Research on Climate Change
Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation
(PROVIA) efforts to identify research needs
relative to coastal zone adaptation planning.
Dr Isabelle Niang, University of Dakar, next
delivered a presentation addressing coastal
erosion, noting coastal erosion is a major
problem in Africa and will be exacerbated
by climate change. To combat and prevent
coastal erosion, Ms Niang suggested
consideration of three major indicators,
including 1) swells and seas, 2) topography
and bathymetry, and 3) saline intrusion.
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Ms Niang noted swells are the primary
contributor to coastal erosion, and that
with most data coming from ships,
availability of local measurements regarding
swells is limited. She further noted the need
for model information on swells. Regarding
topography and bathymetry information,
Ms Niang noted that very little information
available is of high enough resolution, and
she suggested the need for data with
resolution of less than one meter to predict
flooding of low lying coastal areas. Ms
Niang further suggested focusing efforts on
the most vulnerable areas, and that Digital
Elevation Models (DEM) developed using
high resolution satellite data are a valuable
tool. Finally, regarding saline intrusion,
which is a critical factor for agriculture and
other sectors, Ms Niang suggested the need
to strengthen piezometric networks along
coastal zones.
Dr Albert Fischer, Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Organization (IOC) of
UNESCO, next delivered a presentation
focused on adaptation to climate change as
a part of risk mitigation in Integrated
Coastal Area Management (ICAM). Mr
Fischer began his presentation by noting
the aim of coastal climate adaptation is to
reduce risks associated with both rapid
events, such as tsunami, storm surge, and
extreme waves, and more slowly
developing events, such as sea level rise
and coastal erosion.
Mr Fischer then presented information
requirements extracted from the 2009
ICAM guide, which is currently being
updated and will be republished in 2013. In
support of identifying and quantifying
hazards and measuring vulnerability, Mr
Fischer noted the need for Essential Ocean
Variables (EOVs) and EOV projections,
natural system non‐EOVs (i.e. new EOVs),
and socio‐economic variables. He further
noted that the 2013 report will provide

FIGURE 27: Coastal erosion. (I. Niang)
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updated
guidelines
regarding
management in coastal communities.

risk

Mr Fischer next discussed the Adaptation to
Climate and Coastal Change in West Africa
(ACCC) initiative, which was developed by
the IOC through its ICAM programme and
funded by the Global Environment Facility
(GEF). ACCC is a regionally based approach
to assist Member States in coping with
climate change impacts in coastal areas.
The programme includes pilot projects at
the local level, efforts to develop national
coastal zone management policies and
programmes, and efforts to strengthen
regional cooperation on issues related to
climate change and coastal zone
management. Mr Fischer noted the IOC will
seek to replicate this approach, which has a
strong emphasis on capacity building, in
other parts of the world.
Mr Fischer also highlighted the strong
connections between ocean variability and
climate variability and change, beyond the
coastal zone. For example, rainfall patterns
over Australia strongly influenced by ocean
temperatures to the north of Australia and
the related ENSO and Indian Ocean Dipole
modes of variability. Understanding ocean
variability can improve regional climate
predictability.
Mr Fischer concluded by highlighting the
new guide on coastal adaption, developed
in the ACCC context that will be launched in
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March, 2013. He noted the user‐friendly
step by step guide was prepared by African
scientists under the coordination of IOC,
and that it offers an objective review
(including the cost) of the different
technical options that coastal managers and
local authorities have to protect their
communities and infrastructure from the
impacts of coastal erosion.
The ensuing discussion focused initially on
the ability to monitor effectiveness of
adaptation measures such as mangrove
restoration. One participant noted that
UNEP has spent over thirty million dollars
restoring mangroves, and that observing
systems are needed to observe whether
these measures have been effective. Mr
Fischer noted the IOC had considered this,
but that it might be considered a local issue
rather than an IOC or GCOS issue. Mr
Gordon noted that the International Union
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has a
programme
to
monitor
mangrove
effectiveness, and that Ghana also runs a
programme in coordination with Belize, Viet
Nam, Kenya, and other countries. Another
participant noted the development of
Mangrove Watch, a new global effort to
monitor mangroves.
Other topics addressed included the need
for engineering data, such as wave statistics,
storm surge equations, and longshore
transport, and the usefulness of wind
observations to calculate wave height.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
8‐1

Need to develop observational needs in coordination with experienced coastal
impact and adaptation experts.

8‐2

Sustain historic observations and supporting data archaeology initiatives.

8‐3

Collect future climate observations across the spectrum of sea level (mean
and extreme), including waves, storm characteristics, sea surface temperature, run‐
off, carbon dioxide and ocean acidity.

8‐4

Link to non‐climate observations as appropriate, including subsidence,
coastal morphology (erosion), and coastal defense assets observations.

8‐5

Information must be delivered within a systems framework to support coastal
zone management at short, medium and long timescales.

8‐6

Requirements need to be developed in consultation with users.

8‐7

Dedicated workshop on coastal observation bringing together climatologists
and impact/ adaptation experts would be a beneficial next step.

8‐8

Need for satellite‐based Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data to support
understanding of elevations. Existing data is not readily available, and is difficult to
interpret.

8‐9

Need for improved data and better understanding of processes, e.g., coastal
upwelling, to support predictions that could be of significant benefit for fisherman.

8‐10

GCOS can act as a broker between the scientific community and policy‐
makers, and that GCOS can also facilitate direct communication with users.

8‐11

Need for model information on swells, as swells are the primary contributor to
coastal erosion, and that with most data coming from ships, availability of local
measurements regarding swells is limited.

8‐12

Regarding topography and bathymetry information, it was noted that very little
information available is of high enough resolution, and suggested the need for data
with resolution of less than one meter to predict flooding of low lying coastal areas.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
8‐13

Need to strengthen piezometric networks along coastal zones, to better
informed on saline intrusion, which is a critical factor for agriculture and other
sectors.

8‐14

Need for Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) and EOV projections, natural
system non‐EOVs (i.e. new EOVs), and socio‐economic variables, and to consider
information extracted from the 2009 ICAM guide, which is currently being updated
and will be republished in 2013.

8‐15

Replicate regionally based approach, e.g., ACCC, to assist Member States in
coping with climate change impacts in coastal areas.

8‐16

Observing systems are needed to observe whether effectiveness of
adaptation measures such as mangrove restoration have been effective.

8‐17

Need for engineering data, such as wave statistics and storm surge
equations, and longshore transport.
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Session 9: Needs for Climate Observations for Energy Production and Transport
Session Chairperson: Dr Carolin Richter,
Director GCOS Secretariat, Switzerland
Panelists: Dr Fabio Monforti‐Ferrario,
European Commission Joint Research Centre
(JRC), Italy; Ms Andrea Mehling, Federal
Institute of Hydrology (BfG), Germany; Dr
Andreas Walter, DWD, Germany.
The purpose of Session 9 was both to
gather
requirements
for
climate
observations in the energy production and
transport sectors to address adaptation
planning and to develop recommendations
regarding future adaptation activities. No
session leader could be identified for this
session covering two very different issues.
Thus the session had two presentations for
each theme plus one panellist.
Ms Andrea Mehling opened the session by
delivering a presentation on climate and
transport. She began by describing a range
of climate variables and associated impacts
on road and railway transport, inland
waterways, maritime navigation, and
aviation. These impacts range from melting
asphalt on roads and runways as a result of
high temperatures, to flooded railway
tracks, to icing of airplanes as a result of
rain and frost. Ms Mehling next noted that
traffic in Germany will increase from 3.7
billion tonnes today to 5.5 billion tonnes in
2050, and that transport rates will increase
from 600 billion tonne‐kilometres to 1,200
billion tonne‐kilometres in 2050. The
primary drivers for this increase in Germany
are increasing export volumes and
increasing transit traffic. Ms Mehling
concluded by noting that in order to
develop adaptation strategies that will be
societally accepted, it is important to
understand both regional and national
societal, economic, and environmental
needs. In terms of data requirements, Ms

Mehling noted the need for duration,
intensity, and frequency of expected
climate impacts as well as the need for daily,
and in some cases hourly data.

FIGURE 28: Which climate parameters
impact transport? (A. Mehling)
Dr Fabio Monforti‐Ferrario next delivered a
presentation
on
renewable
energy
availability in a changing climate. Mr
Monforti‐Ferrario first shared the results of
the 2011 JRC report, Renewable Energies in
Africa.3 The report assesses current energy
consumption and the share of renewable
energy in African states, and it attempts to
estimate the economic viability of solar,
wind, biomass and hydropower to provide
energy for an increasing population. The
authors assessed availability of raw
resources;
collected
infrastructure,
demography, and economic data; and
considered energy needs for urban and
rural areas. The report is intended to allow
for each region of Africa to estimate the
best choice or mix of renewable resources,
taking into account sustainability and
environmental criteria. The report is also
designed to be referenced by African states
in setting up national renewable energy
action plans.

3

http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repositor
y/bitstream/111111111/23076/1/reqno_jrc67
752_final%20report%20.pdf
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should be assessed on timescales ranging
from hourly to seasonal.

FIGURE 29: 2011 JRC report Renewable
Energies in Africa4. (F. Monforti‐Ferrario)
Mr Monforti‐Ferrario then informed the
workshop that a new report, The
Availability of Renewable Energy in a
Changing Africa, will be published in April,
2013. The new report will take into account
the expected affect of climate as predicted
by the ECHAM‐HAM aerosol‐climate model
(Stier et al., 2005) coupled with an ocean
model (Roekner et al., 1995). He noted that
in all cases, changes in factors such as solar
radiation, wind speed, precipitation,
biomass, and others have statistically
significant impacts on availability of
renewable energies. He concluded by
noting that in a “smart” market which
accommodates intermittent renewable
energy production, the complementarity of
resources such as wind and solar energy
4

http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repositor
y/bitstream/111111111/23076/1/reqno_jrc67
752_final%20report%20.pdf

Dr Andreas Walter next delivered a
presentation on renewable energy and
transport in Germany. He began by
describing the relative contributions of
various types of renewable energy to the
current overall energy production portfolio
in Germany as well as their projected
contributions in 2050. He then discussed
projected changes in storm frequency and
global radiation from 2071 to 2100, noting
that the renewable energy sector is highly
susceptible to changes in meteorological
conditions. He emphasized that the
transport sector is primarily affected by
extreme events such as rainfall, droughts,
erosion, and heat waves. He added that
mean surface temperature is expected to
increase by 5 degrees in Germany by 2071‐
2100, and that new road systems must take
into account expected changes.
Mr Walter then expressed an urgent need
for reliable observations of variables other
than temperature and precipitation, such as
consecutive number of days above/below a
threshold, minimum and maximum
temperatures, radiation, and wind. He also
noted the need for data sets with high
spatial and temporal resolution, as well as
data sets covering every continent. He
concluded by noting these variables are
needed to validate global and regional
climate models and to support decision‐
making
regarding
climate
change
adaptation in the transport and energy
sectors.
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Figure 30: Transport sector effected by
extreme events (rainfall, droughts, erosion,
heat waves). (A. Walter)
In the ensuing discussion, Ms Richter noted
that because climate impacts and
economies vary from region to region,
distinct transport problems will have to be
dealt with nationally and globally. The
group then discussed the relationship
between adaptation and mitigation, issues
that are closely linked in the energy and
transport sectors. Citing the example of an
increasing preference for roads as opposed
to railways, Ms Mehling noted that in many
cases, political and economic factors, rather
than climate factors, are the primary drivers
in determining transport decisions.
The subsequent discussion then focused in
large part on the forthcoming Availability of
Renewable Energy in a Changing Africa
report presented by Mr Fabio Monforti‐
Ferrario. In response to a participant
question regarding the use of wind models,
Dr Fabio Monforti‐Ferrario noted that
private companies are increasingly taking
wind measurements at the heights
necessary to assess the viability of wind
power. These measurements tend to be on
a short timescales and privately owned.
Dr Siham Mohamedahmed, noted that
mapping such as that presented by Mr
Monforti‐Ferrario could help to change the
perception of policy makers within Africa
regarding renewable energy. Recognizing
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sensitivity on the subject of renewable
energy in Africa, she also noted the need for
further economic analysis on the value of
renewable energy in rural areas. Mr
Monforti‐Ferrario concurred with this
assessment, and reemphasized the
importance of finding the right energy mix
based on industry and infrastructure.
A few participants commented on the issue
of bio energy and food crops. One
participant
noted
the
potential
complementarity between the two, while
another noted that biofuels have become
controversial in Africa as large companies
have appropriated land from African
farmers. Mr Monforti‐Ferrario noted that
bio energy is a complex issue and that
additional data collection is required.
Moreover, he reminded the audience the
recent initiative from European Commission
in order to further assure biofuels imported
in the European Union will assure
compliance with the highest sustainability
criteria. He also noted work to incentivize
biofuels that have less demand for land, for
example biofuels from algae.
Several participants noted the risk inherent
in relying on any one climate model to
develop specific policy recommendations,
recognizing that different models often
yield very different results. Mr Monforti‐
Ferrario acknowledged the comment letting
the audience know that further work is
planned in JRC for example on the basis of
CORDEX results. Finally, another participant
expressed the opinion that the major need
in the transportation and energy sectors is
not for more data, but rather for analysis of
already available data.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
9‐1

Need for daily, and in some cases hourly data to understand regional
implications, duration, intensity, and frequency of expected climate impacts.

9‐2

The complementarity of resources such as wind and solar energy should be
assessed on timescales ranging from hourly to seasonal.

9‐3

Urgent need for reliable observational data sets of variables beside
temperature and precipitation, such as consecutive number of days above/below a
threshold, minimum and maximum temperatures, radiation, and wind. There is also
need for data sets with high spatial and temporal resolution, as well as data sets
covering every continent.

9‐4

Need for further economic analysis on the value of renewable energy in rural
areas.

9‐5

Need for societal acceptance of adaptation measures.

9‐6

Need to respect economical as well as environmental issues for any option‐to‐adapt.
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Session 10: Recap of Needs – What Does It Take to Address the Needs Identified, both
Sector Specific and Common Requirements?
Chairman: Dr Adrian Simmons
Panel Discussion: Session Leaders
The purpose of Session 10 was to extract
key recommendations and requirements
from the sector specific sessions. Mr
Simmons opened the session by noting that
information on both progress and adequacy
would be helpful for the workshop report,
and he invited session leaders to summarize
their sessions as well as to provide any new
thoughts.
Beginning with a few of his own general
observations, Mr Simmons noted a number
of issues had come up related to models,
including model development, initialization,
and supporting observations. He further
noted
a
requirement
for
more
meteorological stations was mentioned in
several sessions. He also observed that the
issue of expectation management had come
up several times, and he concurred with
participants that it is important to
understand and communicate the limits of
climate information. He finally noted a need
to
clearly
define
specific
spatial
requirements for adaptation data.
Session 1 ‐ Overview: Mr Simmons recalled
the Session 1 overview presentations,
including Mr Pulwarty’s presentation on
information needs for adaptation to climate
variability and change and presentations
delivered on behalf GCOS and GFCS. Mr
Simmons reemphasized that GFCS provides
a framework for developing requirements
and delivering authoritative climate
adaptation data, products and services.
Session 2 – Risk Management: On behalf of
the Session 2 panel, Mr Klein‐Tank began by
noting that risk management is inherently

influenced by other sectors. He reiterated
the point that decisions do not require
perfect certainty of information, but rather
must be made based on available
information. He further suggested the same
principle applies to data sets, and that there
is a need for providers to better
communicate what data sets are available
and how they can be used. He also
reminded participants that insurance
companies such as Munich Re can serve as
non‐traditional
data
sources.
One
participant, recalling the long‐term efforts
necessary to develop FEWS NET, also
reemphasized the need for patience and
willingness to cooperate with modelers to
obtain useful information.
Session 3 – Data Rescue and Data
Management: On behalf of the Session 3
panel, Mr Allan reiterated the need
recognized in Session 3 for data producers,
modelers, and data users to work
cooperatively towards data rescue and
management goals. He also reemphasized
the need to take into account
socioeconomic data. One participant also
reminded the group of Mr Harrison’s point
that detailed knowledge of past variability is
crucial for adaptation planning.
On the issue of data rescue, Mr Baddour
noted the need to assess the cost of data
rescue initiatives and to develop means to
assist with such initiatives. He also
reiterated his suggestion that GCOS could
promote data rescue and data management
as Essential Climate Tasks. One participant
raised the possibility that historical climate
records might be declared a UN World
Heritage asset, and there was general
agreement that outreach is needed to
communicate the value of historical data as
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a public good. Another participant noted
the related need to ensure that systems are
in place to capture data currently being
collected. For example, in many cases,
research data is not being permanently
preserved in international data centres. Mr
Simmons noted that GCOS will not
necessarily be directly involved in data
rescue, but that GCOS can provide inputs to
the GFCS in that regard.
Participants next discussed issues of data,
information, and model quality assurance.
One participant mentioned, for example,
that it is not always easy for users to
determine the source, and thus reliability,
of data. In response, Mr Simmons noted
that GCOS attempts to work with partners
so that vintage of data is transparent. He
added that producers of in situ data will be
encouraged to enter data sets into an
inventory, which could be linked with the
GEOSS. Another participant noted that a
digital identifier indicates the data provider,
and he encouraged the WMO to include
such identifiers in standard data
management practices.
There was general agreement on the need
to improve communication regarding the
availability, content, uncertainty, and limits
of data to users. Mr Rum noted that issues
of quality control and assurance are being
addressed within GEO, where data
contributors are requested to include
descriptions of data content for data
archives. Mr Simmons mentioned that
inventory of metadata being developed in
the space context in cooperation between
the Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites (CEOS), the Coordination Group
for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS), and
the WMO Space Programme could
potentially also be broadened to include in
situ data. Finally, a participant noted that in
practice, users will ultimately always have
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to evaluate fitness of data for their own
purposes.
Session 4 – Research, Modeling, and
Assessment: On behalf of the Session 4
panel, Mr Hewitson reviewed a number of
session highlights. He began by noting that
while vast amounts of data are being
collected, data relevant to specific tasks are
often not available. He also highlighted a
frequently referenced gap between raw
data and useable information. He then
suggested the need for targeted processing
of data as well as for the development of
data sets that are spatially and temporally
cohesive. He further observed that data
access presents a significant challenge, and
that improving availability of indices would
be a helpful step in the right direction. He
also noted a major need to determine
organizational responsibility for data that
falls at the boundary of GCOS and other
organizations. Regarding data quality, Mr
Hewitson argued that a data set should be
plausible, defensible, and provide a basis
for action, and he suggested that currently,
very few fulfil the latter requirement.
Finally, regarding the role of GCOS, Mr
Hewitson noted that the formal reporting
by GCOS tends to go up in the UN hierarchy,
but not to come down through relevant
partner
organizations.
Horizontal
communication structures between GCOS
and various working groups of other
organisations with related objectives were
important, and should be developed to the
fullest extent possible.
Regarding models, one participant noted
that from a user perspective, it is difficult to
determine which datasets are used by
climate models, and that different datasets
yield different results. He suggested that for
the sake of improving comparability of
models, it would be helpful if the same data
sets were used. Mr Simmons concurred
with the need to run multiple models with
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the same data, but added that it is also
necessary to run any given model with
multiple datasets. Mr Hewitson suggested
that the research community needs to do a
better job communicating the limits of
model outputs.
One participant noted challenges moving
from a research to an operational
environment where accountability is a
critical factor. He noted that new products
are continually developed through research,
but that they cannot be used operationally
without going through a defined process.
Another participant noted the need to
ensure that data collected for research
purposes is integrated into national
observing systems and fed through the GTS.
Session 5 – Agriculture and Forestry: On
behalf of the Session 5 panel, Mr Wilhite
reemphasized the importance of automated
drought warning systems He noted that
much progress has been made with both
warning systems and regional drought
monitoring centres in Africa, and that it is
important to consider the transferability of
these achievements to other sectors. He
further added there is a need to show how
automated networks have contributed to
decision support. He next noted that
because it is primarily a local phenomenon,
global characterization of drought is not
possible. Finally, Mr Wilhite discussed the
fact that vulnerability and exposure are
changing, and he emphasized the
importance of documenting climate impacts
to inform future adaptation decisions.
Session 6 – Water Management: On behalf
of the Session 6 Panel, Mr Stakhiv
emphasized that existing climate‐based
data collection programmes and their
outputs are geared towards a better
understanding of the science behind
climate change and variability. He noted
that while some of that information is
useful to user groups, decision‐making for
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human needs such as infrastructure design,
agriculture, irrigation, etc. requires not only
a better ground‐based network, but the
development of different kinds of climate‐
based information from global climate
models and satellites that is synthesized,
focused on specific problem sets, and
delivered via a GFCS type system. He
further emphasized that adaptation
requires detailed information to be
presented in formats that are useable by
water managers and other decision makers.
He also noted that decisions are currently
made primarily based on information from
ground‐based networks, and he emphasized
a need to further invest in these networks
both to inform decision‐making and to
provide ground‐truth measurements for
satellite data. He added that satellite
systems have not yet achieved the level of
reliability needed to inform decision‐making
for water management. On the issue of
climate services, Mr Stakhiv noted the need
to focus on translating products into
services, as well as the need to work closely
with regional climate centres and
international flood and drought initiatives
to test and improve products.
Session 7 – Health: On behalf of the Session
7 panel, Ms Thomson reviewed key
messages, including that the health
community is interested in both better
understanding and better use of climate
information. She then reemphasized that
the health sector is very large, that health
as an outcome is a huge area, and that it
can be a challenge to determine how health
is represented. She also noted that
determining specific requirements for the
health sector is a major undertaking, and
that it is therefore necessary to target
specific projects. Citing efforts to support
adaptation measures related to infectious
disease with environmental and climate
information as an example, Ms Thomson
noted the need to focus efforts at the
margins where it is possible to make a
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difference. She concluded by recognizing
the significant time and commitment
necessary to influence decision‐making with
climate information.
Session 8 – Coastal Zone Management: On
behalf of the Session 8 panel, Mr Fischer
first noted that a full workshop on coastal
zone management involving more data
users might be a helpful next step. He then
noted a few Essential Ocean Variables
(EOVs) are not currently addressed by GCOS,
including bathymetry and topography,
shoreline morphology and subsidence, swell
(for sediment transport), saline intrusion,
upwelling and fisheries, and ecosystem
services. He also noted that a number of
important variables are currently covered
by ECVs, including storm characteristics, sea
surface temperature, runoff, ocean
acidification, and sea level. He questioned,
though, whether the present networks are
adequate and include relevant historical
information. Mr Fischer then added that
understanding
of
a
variety
of
socioeconomic variables is necessary for
coastal
zone
adaptation,
including
population, demographic, and land use
variables, among others. He then suggested
that delivery of information that supports
action requires an established chain from
observations to user. He added that
particularly since requirements are so often
local in nature, they should be developed in
partnership with users. He concluded by
questioning what the unique role of GCOS
might be, how GCOS should work with
partners, and to what degree GCOS should
engage with user communities.
Session 9 – Energy and Transport: On
behalf of the Session 9 panel, Ms Mehling
reiterated the need to focus regionally on
developing observation requirements for
adaptation in the transportation sector,
recognizing that both modes of transport
and climate impacts differ from region to
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region. She added that governments will
ultimately decide best modes of transport
based on a variety of factors, and that she
hoped that known mistakes could be
avoided in the future. Ms Mehling
concluded by recognizing a growing need
for climate information to support
adaptation in the energy sector.
Following the session recaps, participants
discussed the general issues of providing
useable information to users, and the
appropriate role of GCOS.
The discussion focused initially on the need
to determine what information is needed
for on‐the‐ground decision‐making, and to
develop this information in cases where it is
not currently available. There was general
agreement regarding the need to involve
users in identifying the requirements for
data
collection
and
environmental
monitoring activities, and there was a
recognition that stakeholders need to be
part of this process. Several participants
noted the persistence of a significant gap
between global systems and models and
the type of detailed information necessary
for local decision making, and Mr Alverson
added the importance of both local
measurements and understanding of local
historical conditions for decision‐making.
Ms Thomson noted the need to understand
the scale of decision‐making where climate
information can be usefully applied, to
tailor the scale of available information
appropriately, and not to try to overreach
regarding
applicability
of
climate
information.
There was then discussion of the relative
value of ground networks and satellite data,
with Mr Stakhiv recalling that water sector
decisions are based primarily on ground
network data because satellite products
and models remain in the developmental
stage and are not yet reliable enough for
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adaptation purposes. Mr Gordon suggested
the need to revisit the relationship of space
and ground‐based observations in the
updated GCOS Implementation Plan, and he
called attention to the fact that many
valuable ground‐based observations could
be collected at a fraction of the cost of
satellite measurements. Mr Simmons
recognized the need to acknowledge the
issue, but noted that GCOS is also
concerned with the needs for in situ and
satellite data for large‐scale monitoring of
the climate system and model development
and initialisation. He added that it is difficult
to foresee the future value of current
satellite data for climate purposes, as the
techniques used for reprocessing will
improve. Mr Lecomte added that it would
be impossible for providers of satellite data
to tailor information to meet the needs of
the wide variety of global users. He also
noted that there is a need to distinguish
between understanding the long‐term
evolution of the climate system and inter‐
annual variability around the larger climate
trend, and that there is a need for both
satellite and ground‐based systems. Mr
Simmons concurred with the need to
consider multiple timescales, and suggested
that within the GFCS context, seasonal and
short‐term variability will indeed be more
important than has been considered
hitherto by GCOS.
Several participants raised issues related to
the GCOS role in advising its sponsors,
working with partners, advising on best
practices and methodologies, integrating
information across sectors, and addressing
more practical climate applications. Mr
Harrison reminded participants that the
primary role of GCOS is to coordinate
among
partners
responsible
for
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implementation of observing systems and
to advocate on behalf of the climate
observing system both nationally and
internationally. Mr Simmons further noted
that GCOS is constrained to a degree in its
designated role to advise the GCOS sponsor
organizations, UNEP, UNESCO/IOC, the
WMO, and ICSU. Mr Thomson noted that
from a user perspective, there is a need to
formalize best practice methodologies
within user communities, and she
suggested this be encouraged by GCOS. Mr
Gordon questioned how capacity building
might be addressed in the GCOS
Implementation Plan, in response to which
Mr Simmons suggested a need for research
on effective means of capacity building,
noting the GCOS role would be primarily to
support GFCS initiatives.
Several participants also noted the need to
focus on the relationship between sectors,
on integration across sectors, and on the
linkages between UN conventions. Mr Rum
noted that to develop cross‐cutting
applications specifically tailored to user
needs, both engagement with users and
resources are needed. He added that GEO is
already doing work along these lines and
that the GFCS is emerging and would also
be appropriate for this process. Mr Rum
further noted that if GCOS intends to
address more practical applications, it will
be necessary to reconsider the packaging of
observations in ECV datasets, which serve
the modelling community well but were not
necessarily developed with adaptation in
mind. He finally questioned whether GCOS
would limit itself to addressing climate data
and observations, or whether it would also
consider monitoring of effectiveness of
adaptation measures.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
10‐1

Need to tailor data collection systems towards decision‐making (e.g. for
infrastructure design, agriculture, irrigation) as well as towards climate science.

10‐2

Need for providers to better communicate what data sets are available and
how they can be used.

10‐3

Need for targeted processing of data as well as for the development of data
sets that are spatially and temporally cohesive.

10‐4

Data access presents a significant challenge, and improving availability of
indices would be a helpful step in the right direction.

10‐5

GCOS could promote data rescue and data management as Essential
Climate Tasks.

10‐6

Communicate the value of historical data as a public good.

10‐7

Need to determine organizational responsibility for data that falls at the
boundary of GCOS and other organizations.

10‐8

Improve horizontal communication structures between GCOS and various working
groups of other organizations.

10‐9

Need to revisit the relationship of space and ground‐based observations in the
updated GCOS Implementation Plan.

10‐10 General agreement regarding the need to involve users in the data collection
and environmental monitoring activities, and there was a recognition that
stakeholders need to be part of this process.
10‐11 Adaptation requires more detailed information, and that information needs to
be presented in formats that are useable by water managers and other decision
makers.
10‐12 A full workshop on coastal zone management involving more data users might
be a helpful next step.
10‐13 Delivery of information for action requires an established chain from observations
to user.
10‐14 Focus regionally on developing observation requirements for adaptation in the
transportation sector, recognizing that both modes of transport and climate impacts
differ from region to region.
10‐15 Need to formalize best practice methodologies within user community, which
could be encouraged by GCOS.
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Session 11: Organizational Perspectives ‐‐ Major UN Organizations
Session Leader: Dr Keith Alverson, UNEP
Panelists: Dr Carolin Richter, WMO; Dr
Albert Fischer, IOC; Mr Youssef Nassef,
UNFCCC;
The purpose of Session 11 was both to
solicit views from major UN organizations
and to develop recommendations regarding
organizational cooperation to support the
collection and dissemination of climate
observations to support adaptation
activities. The session consisted of an
overview presentation by the session leader,
short presentations by each of the panel
members, and a subsequent group
discussion. The panellist presentations
focused on the United Nations Environment
Programme
(UNEP),
the
World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), and
the
International
Oceanographic
Commission (IOC), and the UNFCCC.
Dr Keith Alverson opened the session with
a presentation on adaptation‐related
programmes at UNEP. He began by noting
that significant increases in observed global
carbon emissions suggest mitigation efforts
have not yet been successful. He also
highlighted the large amounts of money
spent on recent storm and drought relief in
the United States, and he noted that as
climate change continues, resources
required to respond to climate related
phenomenon will increase. Mr Alverson
then outlined climate change adaptation
activities at UNEP, which include supporting
the Global Adaptation Network (GAN),
demonstrating Ecosystem‐based Adaptation
(EbA), facilitating national access to
adaptation funding, and supporting the
Programme of Research on Climate Change
Vulnerability, Impacts and Adaptation
(PROVIA) research community.

Mr Alverson then outlined activities of the
GAN in more detail. The GAN performs a
coordinating and support function for
regional networks, and it aims to assist
adaptation practitioners, experts, policy
makers, and communities affected by
climate change. Regional networks include
the Regional Gateway for Technology
Transfer and Climate Change Action
(REGATTA), the Asia Pacific Adaptation
Network (APAN), the West Asia Regional
Network on Climate Change (WARN‐CC),
and the Africa Adaptation Knowledge
Network (AAKN). Mr Alverson then
provided examples of GAN products and
outreach efforts, and he noted the need to
coordinate the GAN with recently approved
UNFCCC adaptation initiatives.
Mr Alverson next emphasized that EbA is
the UNEP flagship programme for climate
adaptation. He explained that EbA
harnesses the natural climate resilience of
ecosystems as part of an overall adaptation
strategy to help people and communities
both minimize the negative impacts and
benefit from the positive effects of climate
variability and change. As examples, Mr
Alverson cited efforts to ensure water
security through the building of dams and
managing of upstream riparian forests, as
well as efforts to build seawalls and manage
coastal ecosystems to strengthen coastal
defences. Mr Alverson then updated the
workshop on efforts to develop a UNEP
Decision Support Framework for EbA, which
is intended to be used as input for UNEP
projects and in support of National
Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs)
and National Action Plans (NAPs). A draft
was completed in March, 2012, and field
testing and development of training
packages is ongoing.
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Mr Alverson then described in more detail
the portfolio of UNEP bilateral adaptation
projects, as well as projects supported by
the Global Environment Facility (GEF) Least
Developed Countries Fund (LDCF). Mr
Alverson emphasized that UNEP both
secures and supervises funds on behalf of
countries and helps countries become a
national implementing entity (NIE). Mr
Alverson noted that most current projects
are in Africa and Asia, and that the number
of approved projects is increasing as the
importance of Ecosystem‐based Adaptation
is increasingly recognized within the GEF,
the UNFCCC parties, and the Convention on
Biodiversity.
Mr Alverson concluded by citing several
adaptation related challenges for UNEP.
These include defining the UNEP baseline
and co‐finance for adaptation; gathering
evidence to demonstrate the comparative
advantage of EbA; supporting populations
in urban and agricultural landscapes;
defining the UNEP role in global, national,
and local projects; taking advantage of
direct access opportunities; monitoring how
successful adaptation actions are; and
preparing for implementation of the Green
Climate Fund (GCF). Finally, Mr Alverson
encouraged
GCOS
to
strengthen
coordination with the UNEP Division on
Early Warning and Assessment (DEWA),
which is currently under review.
Dr Carolin Richter next delivered a
presentation on the WMO role in climate.
She began by noting the WMO is a
specialized agency for climate, water and
weather.
She
added
that
WMO
programmes are ratified by the UN, and
that
WMO
recommendations
and
Resolutions are addressed to governments
within a legally binding framework.
Regarding climate specifically, Ms Richter
noted that while many climate observations
are well‐organized and accessible through
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the NMHSs, the WMO has an advisory and
coordinating role which extends beyond the
traditional purview of the NMHSs’
observing systems. For example, the WMO
strongly supports programmes for climate
observations such as GCOS as well as
programmes for climate science assessment
and research such as the IPCC and WCRP.
She added that the WMO will also play a
leading role in the GFCS, which intends to
employ modern tools and systems to
enable delivery of climate services.
Ms Richter next emphasized the WMO sees
a clear need to liaise with the UNFCCC for
policy issues, with UNEP for environmental
issues, with the IOC for marine, ocean, and
coastal issues, with the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) for land and
terrestrial issues, and with the WHO for
health issues. She concluded by noting the
need to clarify responsibilities, define focal
points for specific topics, build synergies,
and generally strengthen cooperation
among UN programmes in order to meet
the goals of “UN Delivering as One” concept.
Dr Albert Fischer next delivered a
presentation on the role of the IOC within
the UN system. He noted that along with
the WMO and FAO, the IOC supports GCOS
through its responsibility for the Global
Ocean Observing System (GOOS), the ocean
component of GCOS. The observations
generated by WMO, FAO, and IOC systems
in turn feed into the UNFCCC through a
standing agenda item on ”research and
systematic observation” at the Subsidiary
Body for Scientific and Technological Advice
(SBSTA). He added that along with the
WMO and the International Council of
Science (ICSU), IOC is a sponsor of the
World Climate Research Programme as well
as GCOS.
Mr Fischer then described the GOOS as a
collaborative system of observations in
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which the system components are funded
by national sources. The system includes in
situ and satellite observations, operational
observing
networks, and
sustained
research‐funded observing networks and
platforms which deliver both global‐scale
and coastal observations. The GOOS
secretariat and panels help to identify
requirements for ocean observations to
respond to different societal needs,
promote standards to ensure an
international and interoperable system,
promote synergies between observing
networks, and provide a platform for
technical
coordination
and
project
development. Mr Fischer then noted the
successful growth in the number of climate
observing networks such as Argo, surface
drifters, and tide gauges over the past
decade. He also noted, however, that other
components of the GOOS have not been yet
been implemented such that they are able
to meet the requirements expressed by the
science community.
Mr Fischer then described the conceptual
model for the ocean observing system,
which is composed of inputs in the form of
requirements, process in the form of
observing networks, and outputs in the
form of data and products that support a
scientific or societal benefit. He then
emphasized the need for feedback from
both decision‐makers and ocean observers
regarding the fitness for purpose of data
products. In conclusion, Mr Fischer noted
the need to both determine observing
requirements for adaptation and to develop
useful means of delivering information in
coordination with the sectors and
communities involved.
Mr Yussef Nassef next delivered a
presentation on UNFCCC perspectives, first
noting that the UNFCCC is a close partner of
GCOS. Mr Nassef briefly highlighted themes
that emerged from other workshop
sessions, such as the need to determine
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fitness for purpose of products and the
need to recognize that global scale
information in many cases is not useful for
local decision‐making.
Mr Nassef then emphasized that a
quantitative, qualitative, and paradigmatic
shift toward scaled up levels of action on
climate mitigation and adaptation is
underway. He further observed that this
shift coincides with the capitalization of the
Green Climate Fund (GCF), which will
become active in 2020. Particularly in light
of these and other funds likely to become
available, Mr Nassef noted a need for
appropriate policy and information
frameworks based on sound data,
information, and knowledge. He then urged
the workshop to consider adequacy of
observational requirements for adaptation
with this future context in mind.
Mr Nassef next explained that following
adoption of the Cancun Adaptation
Framework at the 2010 Climate Conference
in Cancun, the UNFCCC established a
number of mechanisms and institutions to
enable countries to transition to the new
adaptation regime. These mechanisms are
geared towards helping developing
countries with adaptation plans such that
they can be prepared to begin receiving GCF
support by 2020. Mr Nassef further noted
the Adaptation Framework included a work
programme to consider approaches to
address loss and damage associated with
climate change impacts in developing
countries that are particularly vulnerable to
the adverse effects of climate change. In
addition, the Adaptation Framework
established an Adaptation Committee to
promote the implementation of enhanced
action on adaptation in a coherent manner
under the UNFCCC. Mr Nassef noted
adaptation is fragmented within and
outside UN, and that the Adaptation
Committee attempts to address the need
for one body to address needs and gaps.
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Finally, Mr Nassef mentioned a UNFCCC
initiative to develop a knowledge hub,
which aims to look at knowledge in a
concerted and comprehensive way in
support of the work of the Adaptation
Committee and other efforts.
Mr Nassef concluded by noting that by 2020,
the international approach to adaptation
will be very different than it is today, and
that major climate change agreements with
mitigation and adaptation mandates are
likely to be completed in 2015. Mr Nassef
then cited a few additional upcoming
milestones, including the publishing of the
Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), the
conclusion of the first review of UNFCCC
progress, and the publishing of the Third
Adequacy Report by GCOS. Finally, Mr
Nassef noted the need for GCOS to consider
adequacy in light of the new requirements
likely to be generated as a result of an
increasing focus on adaptation activities.
The ensuing discussion focused first on the
appropriate scale of focus for adaptation
monitoring. There was general recognition
of the need for regional monitoring,
especially in cases where countries share
trans‐boundary resources. Mr Alverson also
suggested, however, that while to some
degree adaptation must take place on
global, regional, and national scales, most
adaptation will ultimately take place on a
local scale.
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The discussion then focused on means of
funding adaptation activities. Both Mr
Alverson, on behalf of UNEP, and Mr Nassef,
on behalf of UNFCCC, recognized that
comparatively little funding has been made
available for adaptation purposes. Citing
the Green Climate Fund as an example,
however, they noted a trend towards a
better balance of funds for mitigation and
adaptation. Mr Alverson added that UNEP
has programmes to assist developing
countries with access to existing adaptation
funding, and that UNEP will similarly assist
countries with access to the Green Climate
Fund.
Workshop participants next discussed the
capacity of developing countries to absorb
adaptation funds. While some suggested
capacity to absorb funds is limited by a
scarcity of available projects, others pointed
rather to bureaucratic obstacles to
deploying funds. For example, while most
adaptation takes place at the local level, it
can be difficult for project managers at that
level to work through bureaucratic
processes with national and international
partners. Mr Fischer noted a need for all
countries and agencies to address capacity
development within the science community
as well as within local communities. Finally,
Ms Richter emphasized the need to
consider how GCOS can use its reporting
systems through the WMO, UNFCCC, IOC,
and others to reach out to different
communities.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
11‐1

GCOS is encouraged to strengthen coordination with the UNEP Division on
Early Warning and Assessment (DEWA).

11‐2

UN organizations should designate appropriate points of contact across the
various sectors relevant to climate adaptation, e.g. fisheries, others…

11‐3

Need to both determine observing requirements for adaptation and to develop
useful means of delivering information in coordination with the sectors and
communities involved.

11‐4

Need for appropriate policy and information frameworks based on sound data,
information, and knowledge. Adequacy of observational requirements for
adaptation should be considered taking into account future new climate funds and
related activities.

11‐5

Need for GCOS to consider adequacy in light of the new requirements likely
to be generated as a result of an increasing focus on adaptation activities.

11‐6

There was general recognition of the need for regional monitoring, especially
in cases where countries share trans‐boundary resources.

11‐7

Need to both determine observing requirements for adaptation and to develop
useful means of delivering information in coordination with the sectors and
communities involved

11‐8

Consider how GCOS can use its reporting systems through the WMO,
UNFCCC, IOC, and others to reach out to different communities.

11‐9

Need monitoring/evidence for effectiveness of Ecosystem‐based Adaptation,
e.g. effectiveness of mangroves.

11‐10 Need to clarify responsibilities, define focal points for specific topics, build
synergies, and generally strengthen cooperation among UN programmes.
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Session 12: Multilateral Funding Institutions
Chairman: Dr Adrian Simmons
Panelists: Mr Etienne Coyette; DG
Development and Cooperation (written
statement), EC; Mr Fernando Miralles‐
Willem, IADB; Dr Josef Haider, German
Development
Bank;
Dr
Siham
Mohamedahmed, AfDB
The purpose of Session 12 was both to
solicit views from multilateral funding
institutions
and
to
develop
recommendations regarding the role
funding organizations can play to help
improve the collection and use of
observations for adaptation. The session
consisted presentations by each of the
panel members and subsequent group
discussions. The panellist presentations
focused on the European Union, the Inter‐
American Development Bank, the African
Development Bank, and the German
Development Bank.
On behalf of Mr Coyotte, Mr Simmons
opened the session with a presentation on
climate adaptation related activities within
the European Commission, Directorate‐
General for Development and Cooperation.
He began by citing a number of activities
supported by the EU related to use of data
in support of adaptation actions. These
included 1) developing and delivering
trainings for partner countries and regions
on topics such as risk, vulnerability and
adaptation assessments, 2) providing easily
accessible information on risks, vulnerability
and adaptive capacity to inform the
preparation and implementation of
programmes in the fields of climate change
adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction, 3)
providing technical assistance and peer
review for activities, studies and
assessments produced in the context of
national and regional programmes, 4)

supporting establishment of ad‐hoc services
to provide ready‐to‐use information to
decision‐makers and stakeholders, such as
the African Climate Policy Centre in Addis
Ababa through the ClimDev programme, 5)
supporting
development
efforts
of
specialised agencies such as the WMO by
translating IPCC findings for partners, and 6)
supporting in‐country capacity building in
the field of geographic information systems
Mr Coyotte’s presentation then cited two
areas that require further support. First he
noted a need to develop a methodology to
prioritise partner countries and regions to
benefit from climate finance, taking into
account vulnerability, adaptive capacity and
policy dialogue, among other factors.
Second, he noted the need to provide
information for farmers regarding future
climatic conditions such that effective
agricultural adaptation strategies can be
developed.
In the ensuing discussion, one participant
noted that the presentation on behalf of
the European Union represented a typical,
top‐down, paternalistic view of local
knowledge. He further emphasized that
people who adapt on a day‐to‐day basis
have critical knowledge, and that feedback
mechanisms are necessary to ensure the
delivery of useful information. Several other
participants noted that the IPCC is designed
to synthesize global climate information,
and that it does not provide useful
information for local practitioners. Another
participant noted the need to improve local
monitoring networks, a function the IPCC
was not designed to support.
Mr
Fernando
Miralles‐Wilhelm,
a
hydrologist
at
the
Inter‐American
Development Bank (IDB), next delivered a
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presentation on activities related to water
and climate at the Inter‐American
Development Bank (IDB) via pre‐recorded
video. Mr Miralles‐Wilhelm began by
describing the IDB, a regional development
bank for Latin America and the Caribbean in
which 48 countries are represented, and
which disburses about $10 billion in lending
per year for projects related to water,
climate change, biodiversity, poverty,
education, health. Of the $10 billion
disbursed annually, about $4 billion are for
water and water‐related projects.
Mr Miralles‐Wilhelm next emphasized that
the IDB is very much attempting to move
forward with climate adaptation activities,
and he highlighted a recently released four
year strategy, Water Resources and
Adaptation to Climate Change in Latin
America and the Caribbean. The strategy
contains three primary focus areas,
including opening and strengthening
communication channels, investing in
knowledge and capacity building, and
moving from pilot studies to loan
operations. Mr Miralles‐Wilhelm also
provided more detail regarding several
other IDB activities, including a Regional
Policy Dialog, which brings together
stakeholders to discuss adaptation at all
levels; the Hydrology and Climate for Latin
America and the Caribbean (HC‐LAC)
initiative; development of an inventory of
Water Adaptation Actions in the Americas
(Water‐AAA); and Water Resources and
Adaptation Case Studies. Citing two
example case studies, Mr Miralles‐Wilhelm
emphasized the need to better translate
climate information into action on the
ground.
In conclusion, Mr Miralles‐Wilhelm
emphasized the IDB is fully committed to
supporting client countries in the
implementation of water projects that are
climate‐adapted. He added that the IDB
strategy embodies an end‐to‐end approach
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encompassing awareness raising at all levels;
generation of data and information;
development of tools; planning and design
of infrastructure; and mainstreaming of
adaptation
information
into
water
resources operations. Finally, Mr Miralles‐
Wilhelm noted that as an institution, the
IDB is interested in improving the process
by which observations are used in decision‐
making and management and development
investments.

FIGURE 31: ENSO in Argentina caused a
2.6% drop in GDP for 2011. (F. Miralles‐
Wilhelm)
Dr Siham Mohamedahmed next delivered a
presentation on African Development Bank
(AfDB) financing of climate change activities.
She began by providing an overview of
global financing instruments, including the
Global Environment Facility under the
UNFCCC as well as non‐convention funding
sources. She noted that Multilateral
Development Banks (MDBs) play an
important role in responding to climate
change in that they invest in development
interventions, provide climate financing
instruments, support target programmes,
and contribute to the development of
carbon markets. She added, though, that
only 12 percent of climate financing from
MDBs reach Africa. Ms Mohamedahmed
further noted that in response to climate
change, MDBS are increasingly focusing
efforts on analytical, policy and capacity
building; renewable energy; providing
innovative climate change financing
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instruments; and leveraging private sector
capital.
Ms Mohamedahmed next described the
AfDB strategy related to financing of
climate related projects. The AfDB will
disburse $6 billion between 2011 and 2016
through a variety of finance instruments. Of
these funds, 27 percent will be focused on
mitigation and adaptation activities in the
agriculture, water, renewable energy and
energy efficiency, and sustainable transport
sectors.
Ms
Mohamedahmed
then
described in more detail efforts funded
through various mechanisms, including the
Climate
Investment
fund;
Global
Environmental Facility; Africa Water Facility;
Sustainable Energy Fund For Africa (SEFA);
Congo Basin Trust Fund; and the Climate for
Development (ClimDev) Africa Special Fund.

FIGURE 32: Components of the strategy
related to financing of climate related
projects. (S. Mohamedahmed)
Ms Mohamedahmed then discussed the
structure and purpose of the ClimDev Africa
programme and the ClimDev Africa Special
Fund (CDSF). ClimDev Africa, which was
designed as a joint initiative of the AfDB,
the Commission of the African Union (AUC)
and the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa (UNECA), represents
an African response to the urgent challenge
that lacking climate information poses to
Africa’s development. ClimDev seeks to
facilitate the provision of the information,
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analysis and options needed by policy and
decision‐makers at all levels and across
multiple sectors. The CDSF, one of the three
elements of ClimDev‐Africa, aims to pool
resources to contribute to sustainable
development and, in particular, poverty
reduction by preparing and implementing
climate‐resilient development programmes
that
mainstream
climate
change
information at all levels. The objective of
the CDSF is to strengthen the institutional
capacities of national and sub‐regional
bodies to formulate and implement
effective climate‐sensitive policies.
In conclusion, Ms Mohamedahmed noted
that Africa has limited access to global
resources, and that it therefore requires
both substantial resources and effective
public and private financing instruments.
She added that existing climate finance
instruments have not yet demonstrated
significant impacts, as they have generally
supported small‐size and pilot projects and
have focused on capacity building. Finally,
Ms Mohamedahmed emphasized that the
effectiveness of climate finance in Africa
depends on the availability of new and
additional resources, and that as the lead
development partner for Africa, the AfDB
has comparative advantages in dealing with
climate finance in the continent.
The ensuing discussion focused on a variety
of issues related to AfDB project
implementation. First, in response to a
question, Ms Mohamedahmed noted that
historical data from countries such as
Ethiopia and Niger are stored and managed
at the African Climate Policy Centre (ACPC).
Next, one participant noted the need to
ensure that countries with either low
capacity or without capacity receive funds.
In response, Ms Mohamedahmed noted
that most countries are now calling for data
access, and that there are mechanisms in
place to help countries apply for funds. She
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further noted, though, that financing of
projects in countries with low capacity also
depends on support from the international
community. She also noted that the AfDB
has seconded staff working with the Green
Climate Fund in Bonn, and that the
development of cooperation with the Green
Climate Fund is in progress. Finally, another
participant suggested that rather than try to
create its own technical platform to assess
the quality of projects, the AfDB should
cooperate with other organizations to
evaluate proposals. To conclude the
discussion, Ms Mohamedahmed noted that
delays in disbursement remain a problem,
and that the AfDB continues to work with
countries to improve the capacity to absorb
funds.
Dr Joseph Haider next delivered a
presentation on the relevance of climate
observations for the KfW Development
Bank. Mr Haider began by noting that KfW,
which was originally part of the Marshall
Fund, supports international development
primarily in Africa, Asia, and South America
through work with public and private
partners. He added that KfW has a strong
focus on climate and environmental
protection, but that financing for adaption
projects is small part of their portfolio
relative to climate mitigation activities.
Mr Haider next noted KfW requires every
project to be screened for climate risk, and
that for these purposes, KfW relies on
existing measurements as well as climate
projections.
He
suggested
climate
projections can be useful to some extent,
but he cautioned against relying on any
given climate model. Mr Haider then
allowed that in some cases information on
glacier retreat can be relevant for decision‐
making, but he described global climate
models as useless for water projects, and he
further noted that sea‐level rise models are
of little value. He then further noted that
some projects, such as hydropower plants,
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can use temperature predictions based on
existing information, but he recognized that
in many countries, the existing data record
is not sufficient to support accurate
predictions. He observed that engineers are
accustomed to working with uncertainty
regarding climate, and although they may
take global scale projections into account,
they will generally rely on experience to
make
decisions.
Regarding
climate
adaptation projects specifically, Mr Haider
noted the need for weather and climate
observations and predictions, and he also
noted that KfW develops climate fact sheets
to decide where to work and on which
issues.

FIGURE 33: German financial cooperation
commitments 2012 (Mio. €). (J. Haider)
Mr Haider next observed that although KfW
is a user of information, it can also
contribute
information
for
climate
adaptation, including provision of weather
and climate information for specific projects,
provision of Climate Fact Sheets for
selected countries, and support of hydro‐
meteorological monitoring systems Mr
Haider emphasized that support from KfW
is generally at the project level, and that
there are very few cases of national level
support. He concluded by noting that not
many project managers prioritize the need
for climate information, that monitoring
systems put in place are not necessarily
integrated with national networks, and that
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these monitoring systems for projects are
generally not maintained.
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NEEDS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
12‐1

Need to develop a methodology to prioritise partner countries and regions to
benefit from climate finance, taking into account vulnerability, adaptive capacity and
policy dialogue, among other factors

12‐2

Need to provide information for farmers regarding future climatic conditions
such that effective agricultural adaptation strategies can be developed.

12‐3

Feedback mechanisms are necessary to ensure the delivery of useful
information, because people who adapt on day‐to‐day basis have critical knowledge.

12‐4

Need to improve local monitoring networks, as these are currently not
assessed by any process.

12‐5

Need to better translate climate information into action on the ground.

12‐6

Increase effectiveness of climate finance in Africa which depends on the
availability of new and additional resources

12‐7

Continue to work with African countries to improve the capacity to absorb
funds.

12‐8

Need for more user‐oriented weather and climate observations and
predictions, because outputs from global climate models cannot be used for water
projects, and sea‐level rise models are of little value. Some projects, such as
hydropower plants, can use temperature predictions based on existing information,
but in many countries, the existing data record is not sufficient to support accurate
predictions.

12‐9

Project managers need to prioritize climate information and monitoring
systems and also need to better maintain and integrate monitoring systems with
national networks.

12‐10 Improve the process by which observations are used in decision‐making and
management and development investments.
12‐11 Take into account development bank projects as a potential source of observations.
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